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ABSTRACT
 
Community Oriented Policing and Problem Solving(COPPS)is beitig perceived
 
as a preferred meansfor the police to engage their communities as partnersfor progress
 
in solving the prpblem ofconstant orincreased demandsfor police services. This project
 
will examine the concept ofthe community as partnersfor progress,and that the
 
appropriate vehicle for this partnership is the moveto COPPS.The project explores its
 
impact onlaw enforcement,and the likelihood ofthis trend continuing.Detractors from
 
COPPS programs can be expected and will also be explored,as well assome methods by
 
which pohce managers have moved through them.
 
The methodology employed utilizes research material gathered from books,
 
published research and literature written on police community oriented policing and
 
problem oriented policing, pohce management and pubhc administration. Also utilized is
 
original material gathered from theInglewood Police Department(Inglewood California),
 
which formalized a conununity and problem oriented policing program known as
 
Inglewood Community Oriented Policing and Problem Solving(I-COPPS). This project
 
willfocus on the pohce industiy as a whole with references to the Inglewood Pohce
 
Department and several other pohce agenciesto illustrate examplesand background
 
information on the topic ofCOPPS.
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INTRODUCTION:; ■ 
The quality ofour lives dependsin no small measure on the Services that police
 
organizations provide. The police serve their communitiesin cpuntless ways;from
 
maintaining order and protecting personsfrom unlawfixl acts,to protecting the very
 
processes and rights such asfree elections,freedomofspeech,and freedom of
 
assembly—on which continuation ofafree society depends In a societyofcomplex
 
value systems and laws,however,the police themselves can no longer assume total
 
responsibility fora community's safety. The police mustdo more to engagetheir
 
communities qs partners for progressthrough the development ofcommunity Oriented
 
policing and problem solving(COPPS)programs. These programs emphasize police and
 
community cooperationfor the purpose ofsolving community problems and preventing
 
crime. GOPPS challenges police and their communitiesto provide the leadership
 
necessary to addressthe issuesfacing communitiesin the nineties and beyond.
 
Fundamentalto the to the CGPPS philosophy is thehopefor a bettertomorrow.It
 
provides aframework to exaniine and pro-actively respond to changing demographics,
 
social disorder and physical decay.It focuseson neighborhood maintenatice and
 
revitalization where necessary;and advances creative and comprehensive interventions
 
against insidious social epidemics such as gangs,drugstod hate crimes.Mostimportant,
 
COPPS is tough on crime;it is more comprehensive and creative,and thus a more
 
effective approach to policing.Exploring the boundaries ofthis particular topic is
 
important because COPPS differs radically from traditional policing,such as motor
 
patrol, and also because the numberofsuch programs nationwide is growing rapidly.
 
Within communities,COPPS initiatives maytake variousforms(for example,
 
neighborhood policing,community oriented policing, problem oriented policing and the
 
like)and vary in composition and stability over time. Their presence and effectiveness
 
may also vary,depending on quality oflife and community well-being issues,and a host
 
ofeconomic,demographic,social, and political circumstances. Nevertheless,COPPS will
 
continue to advance because it seemsto rnake sense,not because it has yet been shown to
 
be demonstrably superior.
 
Thefeeling in many communitiestoday is that the systpm pitslaw enforcement as
 
an occupying army versus the community.There is somegood newsin the current
 
situation; it is that the history ofthis strain hasfound the 1990's ripefor change,and
 
COPPS is a pivotal opportunity to unit the police and their communities.
 
Critics argue thatthe reasonCOPPS is stiU setthng in thelower socioeconomic
 
communities(especially minority communities)ata much slower rate than someother
 
communitiesis that,before,there wasno positive foundation on which to build, unlike
 
middle to upper class urban communities. The general public'sfeeling that minorities
 
tolerate or condone crime and disorder is one ofthe great mythsofourtime. The
 
residents are conservative in terms ofcrime.In fact,they wantthe police to betough on
 
crime. These citizens are no differentthan any others citizen regardless oftheir labeled,
 
so-called "class" or status. Perhapsthey might actually want more acute retributions, but
 
they certainly do not wantto tolerate crime nor do they like it. Cities where officials
 
engage in hard-line rhetoric and wherethey spend their limited resources on war-like
 
equipment such astanks, weapons,riot gear,and tear gas are sending a signal that
 
minority communities resent. The fact is that residents ofmost minority communities or
 
neighborhoods hadjustifiable groundsfor notfeeling relaxed or comfortable with the
 
police. In its daily activity, COPPS embracesthe entire community,by assisting them in
 
their vested existence,by working to improvethe overall quality oflife.
 
The contention ofthis project is that the moveto COPPS is an appropriate vehicle
 
for the police to engage their communities as partners for progress and will significantly
 
improve a community's well-being,that COPPS is not meantto substitute for other
 
formsofpolicing,like motor patrol, but complement all policing efforts, and that COPPS
 
will continue to advance because it seemsto make sense, not because it has yet been
 
shown to be demonstrably superior. It should be made clear, however,that this project is
 
intended to raise more questions than it can answer.It is not designed to provide a model
 
for optimal exploration for the moveto COPPS as it involves the community as partners
 
for progress. Rather,it serves as a briefoverview to identify certain kinds ofinformation
 
to consider in favor ofthe COPPS initiative. It also targets issues,such as communities of
 
interest, which must be resolved before structuring an effective program.
 
Myexperience as a policing officer allowed meto see firsthand how the moveto
 
COPPS emphasizing the community as partners for progress can help the police and their
 
conimunities.My beat encompassed the southeastern part ofthe city, which is also
 
considered to bethe highest crime rate district with the worst gang population.I
 
Center,and prior at a local elementary school located in the heart ofwhere most ofthe
 
gmig and dmg activity was occurring.Policing in my beat area required serving the needs
 
ofthe people who live, work and visit in the city.Mostofthe people in my beat are
 
couples with families,and many are young singles. The majority ofthe people are
 
minorities, primarily African-Americans and Hispanics,and there are also a small
 
number ofpeople from other countries.
 
The methodology employed in this project consists ofsecondary data from books,
 
published research literature written on the subject ofcommunity policing, problem
 
oriented policing, police management,and public administration that relate to COPPS.
 
Also, original research wasconducted on theInglewood Police Department,which
 
provided primary data.
 
Original Research Material
 
Inglewood Community Oriented Policing and Problem Solving. The City of
 
Tnglewood implemented anI-CQPPSProgram(I-COPPS)to better serve the needs of
 
Inglewood's diverse population. A$1 million grant received from the Department of
 
Justice allowed the City to hire nine police officers and fiind the creation offour
 
Neighborhood Public Safety Centers.
 
Underthe command ofalieutenant,theI-COPPS Division is comprised offour
 
police teams whichinclude a Senior Lead Officer(SLO),an Assistant Lead Officer
 
(ALO),aD.A.R-E. Officer, Volunteers and otherI-COPPS Officers as assigned to each
 
ofthe four City"beats."Each beat has aNeighborhood Public Safety Center located in a
 
selected shopping center.
 
Thefollowing programs and positions are allcomponentsoftheI-COPPS
 
Division oftheInglewood Police. The Commercial Security Officer is the liaison
 
betweenthe business community and the police department and is responsiblefor
 
security surveys,false alarm billing problems,threatening/obscene phone calls program,
 
C.A.T.(Combat Auto Theft), personal safety classes.New Year'sEve Anti-Gunfire
 
Campaign and isthe Assistant PublicInformation Officer.
 
Neighborhood Watch is the primary componentofcrime prevention strategies.
 
Neighbors are encouraged to organize and look after one another. Over250 block clubs
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have beenformed asa mechanism,which permits residents to actively participate in
 
safeguarding their neighborhoods.
 
D.A.R.E.,DrugAbuse Resistance EducationProgram,in cooperation with the
 
Inglewood Unified School District, offers students alternatives to drug use and gangs
 
with a 17-week curriculum taughtto 5th&6th graders byD.A.RE.Officers.
 
The Police Activities League(P.A.L.),in collaboration with theInglewood
 
Unified School District and City Parks&Recreation Department,offers after school and
 
summer activities such as Midnight Basketball.
 
ThePolice Chaplains assist department employees as spiritual advisors at major
 
crime/accident scenes,death notifications and assisting victims ofviolent crimes.
 
ThePublicInformation Officer is the police department's press liaison and is
 
responsible for coordinating and writing newsreleases and public service announcements
 
to the news media.
 
The VolunteerProgram is headed by aProgram Specialist who is responsible for
 
civihan volunteers who perform various duties in the department,atthePubhc Safety
 
Centers and the citywide Curfew Enforcement.TheProgram Specialist is also a certified
 
background investigator who is responsiblefor recruiting and training civilian volunteers.
 
Crime stoppers is afundraising organization staffed by volunteersfor citizensto
 
anonymously provide information leading to the arrest and conviction ofcriminals in
 
exchangefor cash rewards.
 
Curfew enforcement is maintained under section 5-9oftheInglewood Municipal
 
Codefor ages 18 and under. Curfew hours are Sundayto Thursday, 10 p.m.-6am and
 
Friday to Saturday, 11 p.m.-6a.m.
 
The ExplorerProgram recruits boys and girls between 15-19 years ofage. The
 
Explorer Academy is a 10-week curriculum that promotesgood citizenship and interest
 
in law enforcement.
 
Operation ClearPath provides safe neighborhood routesfor school children by
 
utilizing city vehicle workers and volunteersfrom the neighborhood.
 
Police Citizens Academy started in 1993. This 10-week program is designed to
 
familiarize Inglewood residents with the iimer workings ofthe police department.
 
Police Reservesis authorized for 50 civilian volunteers. The Reserves assist and
 
work with police personnel. Reserves also work the Car Club and curfew programs.
 
S.E.LF./L.A.C.E. S.E.L.F.for boys(SelfEducationLaw EnforcementFamily)
 
and L.A.C.E.for girls(Ladies Acquiring Character&Education)are rites ofpassage
 
programsthat assist in the re-direction ofyoung men and womenfrom ages8-17.
 
The findings developed from this program will be utilized to substantiate and support the
 
factors listed that the police are more effective by engaging theircommunities as partners
 
for progressthrough the utilization ofCOPPS programs.
 
First,I will present an overview ofthe police central mission in general. ThenI
 
willreview the concepts ofcommunity oriented policing and problem solving(COPPS)
 
to illustrate the major differences between traditional policing and a correlation of
 
community and problem oriented based policing. Next,I will examine the COPPS
 
initiative in terms ofwhatthe community is intended to mean in this context,bow the
 
concept ofcommunity has evolved,and the distinct differences between a geographic
 
community and a community ofinterest.I will show,using this data,bow traditional
 
policing models neglected to proactively focus on solving community problems and
 
adequately include their communities'input and interestfor services in the overall police
 
mission.I will correspondingly utilize literature to analyze whythe moveto COPPS is a
 
valid and viable approach to obtain community support and involvement in examining
 
and proactively responding to urban crime. Major approachesto COPPS are reviewed.
 
Original data from TheInglewood Police Department,Inglewood California,is
 
exclusivelyfeatured for this review to demonstrate that the COPPS initiative has
 
positively affected theimage oflaw enforcement and its effectiveness. Lastly,I present
 
using the literature the benefits COPPS are to both the community and the police.
 
GHAPTERONE
 
The central mission ofthe ppliee is to Increasingly,the police have
 
cometo recognize that definingthe fijnction ofthe police exclusively in terms ofcrime is
 
problematic,for many reasons:How much crime is there? Nobody really knowshow
 
much crime thereis,so this meansthht even a dramatic rise in the number ofcrimes
 
reported may not meanthere has been any increase in the actual number ofcrimes
 
committed,but merely that more are coming to the attention ofpolice. The reverse may
 
also accountfor at least part ofany reported decrease in crime.Indeed,in a community
 
where people do not trust their police,crime rates may plunge merely because residents
 
become increasingly reluctantto call the police.How much can police affect crime rates?
 
than with otherfactors beyond police control,rangingfrom changes in the local
 
unemploymentrate to the effectiveness ofcourts and corrections. Is crimethe measure
 
that average citizens use to assess the police? There is little doubt that people often
 
complain abouthow the police should do moreto get all the bad guys offthe street, but
 
 Most people develop their impressions ofpolice because ofcontacts that have
 
nothing to do with serious crime—^they are stopped for a traffic violation,or they call the
 
department because ofa problem with a bmking dog or aloud party next door/
 
Grime fighting enjoys wide public support asthe basic strategy ofpolicing
 
precisely because it embodiesa deep commitmentto this objective:By contrast,other
 
proposed strategies, such as problem solving or community pohcihg,appearto ignore this
 
Although COPPS has no single definition, all advocates ofthis approach
 
emphasize certain themes: an emphasis on"order maintenance," perhaps even at some
 
sacrifice ofthe traditional police function,"law enforcement";extending police
 
operations through the supportive activities ofordinary citizens(as in crime watches):
 
street cops acting preventively,as problem solvers rather than mere afier-the-fact cleaner-

uppers ofmessy situations. These aims require less hierarchy,less control of beat cops
 
through direct supervision, more reliance on police officers' acting independently,and
 
more emphasis on teams ofsocial speciaUsts/
 
'Community Policing:A Contemporary Perspective,byRobert Trojanowiczand Bonnie Bucqueroux,

Anderson Publishing Company,Cincinnati,OH(1992)ThePolice Mission,p.2
 
^ Gerald Garvey(1997).Public Administration TheProfessionandThePractice,St. Martin'sPress,Inc71­
; ii0pi07
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Pfofessiond crime fighting or as it has more recently beeii identified, incident-driven
 
crime fighting, relies predominantly on three taCtics: (1) mbtbrized patrbl; (2) rapid
 
response to CaUs fiar service; and(3)follbw-up investigation bfcrimes. The police focus
 
on serious crime has also been sharpened by screening calls for service, targeting patrol,
 
and developing forensic technology (e.g., automated fingerprint systems, computerized
 
criminal record files, etc.); Although these tactics have scored successes, they have bedn
 
criticized within nnd outside policing for bein^ reactive rather than proactive.
 
Reactive tactics have some merit, of course. The police go where crimes have
 
occurred and when citizens have summoned them. They keep their distance from the
 
community and thus retain their impartiality. They do not develop the sorts of
 
relationships with citizens that could bias their responses to crime incidents. Reactive
 
tactics do have preventive effects-at least in theory. The prospect ofthe police arriving at
 
a crime in progress isthoughtto deter crimes.
 
Many police forces have developed proactive tactics to deal with crime problems
 
that could not be handled through traditional reactive methods.In drug dealing, organized
 
crime, and vice enforcement, for example, where no immediate victims exist to alert the
 
police, the police have developed special units that rely on informants, covert
 
Surveillance, and undercbver investigations rather than responses to calls for service, in
 
the area ofjuvenile offenses, the Inglewood Police Department,for example, has created
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athletic leagues tod formed partnerships with schools to deal with drug abuse, gang
 
activity,truancy,and so on. It is not accurate,then,to define policing as entirely reactive.
 
The greatest potential for improved crime control does not lie in the continued
 
enhancement of response times, patrol tactics, and investigative techniques. Rather,
 
improved crime control can be achieved by(1)diagnosing and managing problems in the
 
community that produces crimes,(2) fostering closer relations with the community to
 
facilitate crime solving, and (3) building self-defense capabilities within the community
 
itself. Among the results may be increased apprehension ofcriminals. To the extent that
 
problem solving or community strategies of policing prepare the police to use Ipcal
 
knowledge and capacity to control crime they will be supportive of the future of
 
policing.^
 
COPPS envisions an altered and much better articulated police mission.In the
 
words Steven Covey,author of'"The 7HabitsofHighlyEffectivePeoplef it is vital that
 
everyone is"not only climbing the right ladder,but that the ladder is leaning against the
 
right wall."In other words,the police employee,the department,the policy makers,and
 
the community must understand and,hopefully, appreciate whatthe police are
 
accountable for.
 
^ Whisen, PaulM.&Ferguson,R.Fred(1996).The ManagementofPolice Organizations,4"^ed.Prentice
 
Hall,Inc./Upper Saddle River,New Jersey, pp.226-227
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For many agencies,the mission is no longer limited to the efficient control of
 
street crime. It also includes a strengthened attack on dangerous offenders, organized
 
criminal groups,and white-collar offenders;a more determined effortto resolve the
 
problemsthat underlie incidents reported to the police;and a heightened concernfor fear,
 
disorder, and other problemsthat communities designate as high-priority issues. The
 
mission at timesincludes police action on community problems such as drugs in schools,
 
drunk driving, public drunkenness,unsupervised children, and other medical and social
 
crises. Although it is by no means easy for a chiefor sheriffto create an organization that
 
can accommodate these diverse purposes there does notseem to be anyfundamental
 
contradiction among these missions. Many departments are already pursuing these
 
diverse missions with encouraging degrees ofsuccess.
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Influence on the Mission
 
Who hasthe mostinfluence on a police department's mission and goals and who
 
determines whatthe organization does? The traditional view is one ofa bureaucratic
 
driven system.From this perspective,both police and city administrators are primarily
 
accountable to their communities. The police executive is responsible for the value ofthe
 
service the department provides,and city administrators are charged with overseeing the
 
pohce executive's decisions to ensure that those decisions enhance the department's
 
value to the community. As demandson services surface, police must consider the
 
conceptthat they,the community and city administrators all are stakeholders and have a
 
legitimate and vital stake in their own welfare, and should view themselves as being in a
 
partnership towards their desired general ends.From this perspective,change is called for
 
not only in police accountability, but also in the goals,operations,and management ofthe
 
police force.
 
Stakeholders and Goals. Various stakeholders will have different goalsfor the
 
organization.Each stakeholder group(police managers, police employees,the
 
community,and city administrators)viewsthe police organizationfrom a different
 
perspective. To illustrate this point. Table 1 delineatesthe goals ofselected stakeholders
 
for theInglewood Police Department(IPD).Rationality suggests that stakeholders
 
establish goals from the perspective oftheir own interests. Because ofthe diversity of
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these interests, police managementfaces the difBcult task ofattempting to reconcile and
 
satisfy each ofthe stakeholder groups while pursuing its own set ofgoals.
 
General GoalsofInglewood Police Department's Stakeholders
 
Table 1
 
Stakeholders Goals
 
Police Managers 	 Police managers would likely wantto benefit personallyfrom EPD;
 
other managementgoals areto expand theIPD or collapse someof
 
its existing units to better respond tothe ever-changing needsof
 
thecommunity.
 
PoliceEmployees Employees would likely wantIPD's goalsto include providing
 
good working conditions,equitable compensation,and
 
promotional opportunities.
 
The Community Thegeneralpublic would likely wantIPD'sgaols to provide public
 
inputoncommunity prioritiesfor police services, providing
 
effectiveand eflBcient services with minimum costs,and increasing
 
employment opportunities.
 
City Administrators City administrators would likely wantIPD'sgoalsto he to keep
 
them as city administrators and ofiScials and to satisfythe demands
 
oftheir constituents so thatthe city would not be liable to lawsuits.
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An argument exists that ifpolice organizations are to experience enhanced
 
eflfectiyeness,the organization must be management-driven.A broader viewpoint
 
recognizesthat, because poUce organizations are complex and depend upon
 
environmental resources,they cannot maximize any single stakeholder group's interests.
 
Rather, police organizations must be broadly stakeholder-driven,attempting to balance
 
the desires ofall stakeholders. Maximizing any one stakeholder group's interests at the
 
expense ofother groups can seriouslyjeopardize the organization's effectiveness. Police
 
organizations cannot emphasize the political interests ofcity administrators overthe
 
monetary needsofpolice employees,for example,without alienating the employees and
 
eventually harming the organization's productivity(i.e., triggering low employee morale
 
which lead to employee dissatisfaction, grievances,and complaints,and correspondingly,
 
eroding ambition and initiative and a deterioration in performance).Likewise,cutting
 
salaries andjobs while city administrators give themselves substantial raises will cause
 
employees,residents, businesses, and visitors to go elsewhere.
 
Since various stakeholders' desires may conflict, police management must resolve
 
these opposing demands.Fortunately,however,some stakeholders may have more thana
 
unidimensional self-interest. Forinstance, although some city administrators may desire
 
high financial opportunities,they maybe unwilling to allow in corporations that produce
 
tobacco products,even though financial opportunities may be associated with such
 
coiporations. And some taxpayers may be willing to pay higher taxesfor public services
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that help protectthe environment.Ideally, police managers recognize thatthe
 
organization must be managed to balance the plurahstic demandsofvarious stakeholder
 
groups. Obviously,this requirement poses a considerable challenge.
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CHAPTERTWO
 
Community Oriented Policing and Problem Solving
 
While Community Oriented Policing and Problem Solving(COPPS)builds on the
 
past,it is much more thanjust a new tactic or program to be added on to prevalentforms
 
ofpolicing. It entails more than identifying and analyzing community problems and
 
developing more effective responsesto them.In its broadest context,it is a whole new
 
way ofthinking about policing that has implicationsfor every aspect ofthe police
 
organization,its personnel,and its operations. With an ever-present concern aboutthe
 
end product ofpolicing as its central theme,it seeksto tie together the many elements
 
involved in effecting change in the police so thatthese changes are coordinated and
 
mutually supportive. It connects with the current moveto redefine relationships between
 
the police and the community.Fullyimplemented,it hasthe potential to reshape the way
 
in which police services are delivered."^ Understanding and application ofthe COPPS
 
approach should permeate the entire police department,both civilian and sworn,and
 
ideally the entire community,including citizens(individuals and groups), civic officials,
 
the community's public and private agencies,and the media.The philosophy is expressed
 
in the organizational philosophy that assigns officers to beats.
 
'Goldstein,Herman(1990).Problem Oriented Policing,McGraw-HillPublishing Co.p.3
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COPPS strives for greater crime control. Thetechniques are sufficiently different
 
from traditional policing, which necessitates separate coverage.COPPS dependson
 
communityinvolvement and relies on police employee problem solving. The
 
crime-fightingj incident-driven strategy targets crime.COPPS also target crime but adds
 
ina strong commitmentto order mainteiiance and crime preyerition by analysis. COPPS
 
broadens the mission ofthe police beyond crime control.In a;ddition to serious crime,
 
COPPStargets so-called petty crime(vanddism,lowrievel ditig dealing,juvenile
 
offenses),fear ofcrime,and social and physical disorder,including neighborhood decay.
 
COPPS provides decentralized service. This often meansthe officer works
 
directly out ofan office inthe community,mdnytimes as part ofalarger team
 
(recognizing that circumstances may dictate other arrangements), with the goal of
 
providing Community Officers a defined beat. Regardless ofspecifics,the objective isto
 
reduce centralized control ofCommunity Officers bythe department,in favor ofmaking
 
them directly accountable to the people in their beat.
 
COPPS provides personalized service. The purposein decentralizing officers is to
 
allow them thetime and opportunity to maintain daily, direct,face-to-face contact with
 
the people in the community,so that they can forge anew partnership, based on mutual
 
trust,to prioritize and addresslocal problems.
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COPPS implies a permanentcommitmentto the community as partners for
 
progress. COPPS officers are permanently assigned to specific beats,and they must not
 
be routinely rotated or used to fill in for vacancies elsewhere in the system.
 
COPPSfocuses on problem solving. The overall purpose ofassigning COPPS
 
officers to permanent beats is to allow the officers the time and opportunity to solve
 
problems regardless ofwhether the solution includes arrest or some other traditional
 
measure ofsuccess. COPPS officers areimmersed in the life ofthe community,so that
 
they can develop creative solutions that address the underlying dynamics ofcrime,fear of
 
crime,and disorder, with the support and often the direct participation ofthe community
 
as partnersfor progress.
 
COPPS enhances accountability,by robbing the predator,the police, and the
 
community can cloak misbehavior. COPPS is full-service policing. COPPS does not
 
supplant but rather builds upon traditional policing, and COPPS officers function as full-

fledged law enforcement officers who make arrests, but who do much more.
 
COPPS is nota specialty. Everyone in the department should practice COPPS,
 
and COPPS officers are not removed from—orelevated above—theirfellow officers.
 
Instead they are generalists who perform a variety oftasks that enhancethe delivery of
 
decentralized and personalized police service. COPPS involves average citizens in the
 
police process.By providing a neighborhood its own officer, COPPS allows people a
 
voice in how they are policed—^in setting local priorities,in identifying solutions,in
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developing new proactive eflforts and activities. Average citizens will also be asked to
 
participate directly in a variety ofinitiative.
 
COPPS complements reactive poUcing with proactive policing. Traditional
 
policing is structured to focus the vast bulk ofits resources on responding promptly to
 
callsfor service, whereas COPPS balancesthose efforts with activities aimed at short-

term and long-term prevention ofcrime,fear ofcrime,and disorder. COPPS mustface
 
the test ofoperating within existing resources.COPPS must be affordable and cost-

effective;it is not something a department tries for a while or employs as an add-on,but
 
rather it must become the waythatthe entire police department conducts its businessin
 
the community.
 
COPPS may serve as the model and asthe centerpiece for the decentralization and
 
personalization ofother social services. Experience showsthat the next phase ofthe
 
COPPS revolution may be the application ofthe lessonslearned from COPPSto the
 
delivery ofother social services. In practical terms,this can mean assigning other social
 
service agents—the social worker,public health nurse, mental health therapist, drug
 
counselor—^to a neighborhood storefront called a Neighborhood Public Safety Center,
 
where the COPPS officer acts as both protector and catalyst.
 
Important as well is that COPPS cannotfunction in a vacuum;it dependson
 
broad-based supportinside and outside the department. Successin COPPS depends on
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theinvolvement and interaction ofthe police,individual citizens and groups,civic
 
officials,the community's public and private agencies,and the media.
 
The police will need to develop and implementa strategy to educate average
 
citizens and civic officials aboutthe trade-ofifs implicit in the shift to COPPS and the
 
timetable required to see positive change. Amongthe most obvious and common trade
 
offs are that response timefor non-emergency callsmay be slowed to allow deploying
 
officers in beats,and average citizens are allowed input onlocal problems and priorities
 
in exchangefor their direct participation and support.
 
Involving community agencies(public and private)in the process is also very
 
important. Their willingness to cooperate and directly participateis a key elementin the
 
successful partnership for progress. This mayinclude changing their work hoursand
 
considering decentralizing their social service agents,so that they can work directly with
 
COPPS officers, part-time or full-time.
 
The police must alsomake an effort to explain to the electronic and print media
 
the importance ofeducating the public aboutCOPPS and its trade-offs and to encourage
 
them to include this information in their storiesto provide information on COPPS.^
 
'CommunityPolicing;A Contemporary Perspective,by RobertTrojanpwiczand Bonnie Bucqueroux,
 
AndersonPublishing Company,Cincinnati,OH
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WhatCOPPSIs Not
 
Just as it is importantto explain whatCOPPS is, an even clearer picture emerges
 
bylooking at whatCOPPS is not. Thefollowing myths continue to cloud COPPS'true
 
role:
 
1. COPPS is a technique
 
2. COPPS is"limited" or specialized policing
 
3. COPPS is foot patrol ofthe past
 
4. COPPS is public relations
 
5. COPPS is anti-technology
 
6. COPPS is soft on crime
 
7. COPPS isflamboyant
 
8. COPPS is an independent entity within the department
 
9. COPPS is atop-down approach
 
10.COPPS is paternalistic or elitist
 
11.COPPS is anti-accountability
 
COPPS is not atechnique.Police terminology abounds injargon used to define
 
specific strategies or tactics. COPPSinstead embraces a philosophy and strategy that says
 
it will provide everyone in the community,notjust special interest groups,the kind of
 
people-oriented policing everyone would wantfor themselves.
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Atthe he^ofthis effort lies the attitude that people deserve police who not only
 
comrnand,but earn,respect by listeriing to the communiiy's wants and needs,
 
maintaining daily face-to-face contact and involvingthe communityin effortsto prevent
 
and control crime.David T.Bayley,author of"CommunityPolicing: AReportFrom the
 
Devil's Advocate^" states that"COPPS is more rhetoric than reality. It is atrendy phrase
 
spread thmlyover oistonaary reality.''^
 
HefurthercommentsCOPPS"over a period ofyears maybecome unevenly distributed
 
socially and bence geographically. It could becoriie the modefor the affluent, educated
 
middle-class, whUe traditional, reactive policing remained the modeforthe poor and
 
undereducated underclass.^ Bayley could not befurtherfrom the operational reality of
 
effective COPPSjprograms. COPPS,ifoperating properly, distributes police services
 
more evenly and,correspondingly,targets high crime rate areas. It neutralizes the undue
 
influence ofspecial interest groupsthat have often been the recipients ofpreferted
 
services. COPPS recognizes that the so-called under class has as much rightto quality
 
police service asthe affluent or the businessperson.It is broader based protection for all
 
groups. It is an attemptto legitimizethe police role,recognizing that crime is only one Of
 
the issuesthe police deal with,notthe onlyissue, COPPS is a proactive,decentraHzed
 
approach that depends on community residentsfor input into police policy makings
 
® Bayley,David T.,"CommunityPolicing:A ReportFrom the Devil's Advocate,"a paper delivered atthe 
International Symposium on CommimityPolicing,Temple University,Philadelphia,PA,1987,p.5 
'lbid.,p. 22, ■ ■ 
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priority settingtod adviceon patrol deployment.It is a philosophy that recognizesthat
 
thefoundation ofthe police is a strong departmental mission statement incorporating the
 
values necessary to deliver services equitably and ofhigh quality.
 
COPPS is not"limited" or specialized policing. GOPPS is full-service policing.
 
Unlike specialists like police community relations officers and crime prevention people^
 
the COPPS officer is the one who gives advice on target hardening and then may be the
 
officer who respondsto the complaint Ofa burglary atthe same household. The COPPS
 
officer in this expanded and broadened role performs a line fiinction,not a stafffunction.
 
Bayleyfeels that,COPPS provides a new and less demanding rationale for the police at
 
the very momentwhen the traditionaljustification isfailing.^ The reason whythere is an
 
increasing legitimization ofthe COPPS officer's expanded role as mediator,organizer
 
and diagnostician is because private and public agencies are not filling the void by
 
providing the necessary services. The police are usually the only 24-hour-a-day agency.
 
COPPS is notfoot patrol ofthe past. While today's COPPS often puts officers on
 
foot in the community as wasdone in an earlier era,today's officers do much morethan
 
patrol a beat. The same officer day after day diagnoses the beat area and then develops
 
problem-solving approaches ranging from organizing neighborhood associationsto
 
referring people to appropriate community social agencies.
 
'Ibid.,p. 10
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GOPPS is not,as Bayley states,"old wine in new bottles" or"neighborhood
 
policing reborn."^ Thefoot patrol officer ofthe past had a different environmental
 
context and differentinformal resources like the extended family, churches,and ethnic
 
organizations.Present COPPS officers must rely more onformal private and public
 
agencies. Thus,the necessity to be a neighborhood diagnostician and a link to community
 
agencies.
 
COPPS is not public relations. Bayley has stated that"as a public relations
 
strategy,COPPS is exceedingly clever."^"Improved public relations is a welcomed by
 
product ofCOPPS'mandate,notits goal. COPPS'goal is to provide effective police
 
service with a proactive focus. The delivery ofquality service to all segments ofthe
 
community will increase rapport."PRtalk" will be counter productive,and its positive
 
results will be short lived.
 
COPPS is not anti-technology. COPPS officers may walk a beat and they may be
 
more likely to spend time visiting hoihes and businessesthan sitting behind a computer,
 
but this should notbe interpreted as a rejection oftechnology. Onthe contrary,iffunding
 
permits,many COPPS officers would welcome the addition ofa computerterminal
 
linked to the department.However,the effort recognizes thatthe goal should be to
 
employ sophisticated and expensive technology where it will provide the greatest
 
® Ibid., p. 12
 
Ibid., p.26.
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payback.The COPPS officer is likethe base ofafunnel,using infoiroation ffitered 4oym
 
from various"hi-tech" sources and providing information upward generated froni his/her
 
neighborhood beat,COPPSrecognizes that crime means people—criminals and
 
victims—^and that the mostimpressive technology you can employ when dealing with
 
people is afully functioning human being. Hi-tech is not only hardware ofcontemporary
 
electronic technology,like automated fingerprint systems and chromosomal analysis,it is
 
also contemporaryideas like profiling, patrol enhancement and crime analysis.
 
COPPS is not soft on crime. Critics argue that COPPS'focuson physical and
 
social disorder detractsfrom"real" policing,in other words^ coping with serious crime;,
 
The reality is that these social action duties are performed in adffition to traditionallaw
 
enforcement duties and not as a substitute forthem.In fact,it would be more precise to
 
say that the average police officerin the United States spendsfewer thantwenty percent
 
oftheir time coping with"serious crime."^^
 
COPPS is notflamboyant. When a police special weaponsand tactics team
 
(SWAT)arrives at a crime scene and disarms a sniper, everyone cheers. When aCOPPS
 
officer awardsa student a certificate for completing an anti-crime and drug program or a
 
youngster a donated basketballfor helping with local neighborhood clean up efforts,the
 
long-term effect maybe equally as dramatic,butthe effort fails to make headlines.
 
"BureauofJustice Statistics(BJS).Reportto the Nation on Crime and Justice. Washington,DC:U.S.
 
DepartmentofJustice. 1983.
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COPPS is not an independent entity within the police department.COPPS is not
 
meant to substitute for otherforms ofpolicing,like motor patrol, butto complement all
 
efforts. Ifthe program isfunctioning properly,the vital information the COPPS officer
 
gathers should be disseminated through the department.COPPS works best when itis not
 
forced to operate in isolation.
 
COPPS is not atop-down approach. What makesCOPPS unique is that it relies
 
on inputfrom the community at large and notjust community leaders or special panels.
 
COPPS actively solicits input fi"om all constituents.
 
COPPS is not paternalistic or elitist. Professionals in any field often feel they
 
know better than others how thejob should be done. Just as American businesses,like the
 
auto industry, have learned that you cannotleave the consumer out ofthe equation,
 
COPPS gives the"consumers"ofpolice service a voice. It focuses on values, not
 
artificial"professional"images. Mostimportantly,however,are the incalculable values
 
that respect the person and the delivery ofquality service.
 
COPPS is not anti-accountability. Another concern about COPPS is its supposed
 
lack ofaccountability. Indeed,poor supervision and lack ofindependent oversight offoot
 
patrol oflBcers in the political era demonstrably led to problems and abuses. The COPPS
 
initiative, however,does not rely exclusively onformal evaluations by superiors who
 
may not actually know much aboutthe officer's performance on thejob,the community
 
Ibid., p.9
 
I3lbid., p. 16.Ibid.,p.24
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itselfacts as an additionalcheck on the officer as both the"eyes and ears"to prevent and
 
solve crime arid aseyes and ears to prevent and controldeviant behaviorbythe poHce.
 
Asthe community becomes moreinvolved in the police process,they lose their
 
reluctance to communicate directly with the police. Control ofpolice behavior from the
 
"grass roots"is ttiuch riiOreeffectivethan controlby a police supervisor or control by
 
either special committees or civilian review boards.'"^ The context ofpolicing today is
 
much different than in the past"political era."Political"machines"do not controlthe
 
neighborhoods or the police; many officers are highly educated and/or trained; police
 
officers are protected by collective bargaining agreements;and^ in most cases, pay scales
 
are reflective ofthe economy.The primary accountabiUty problem CGPPSfaces really
 
stemsfrom the fact that no new measures ofits effectiveness have yet been developed to
 
supplant the common reliance on such measures as response time,arrests, traffic
 
citations, and a reduction in various crime statistics. WhatCOPPS does is employ a
 
broad-based approach to communityimprovement that makesthe entire environment one
 
that deters,inhibits, or prevents crime. Therefore,ifCOPPS officers fail to be effective
 
because oftheir involvement in the community,his or her superiors ultimately will hear
 
about it. There is very little doubtthat supervisors need only drive through beat areasto
 
see what kind ofdirectimpact their officers are having.Ifthe supervisor sees a
 
' 	Ibid.,pp.27,28
 
Kansas City,MissouriPoliceDepartment.Response Time Analysis Reports. Washington,DC:National
 
Institute ofLaw Enforcementand Criminal Justice^ 1977
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openly on the street comers,it is obviousthe officer is not doing thejob.16
 
Trojanowicz,R.C.AnEvaluation ofthe Neighborhood FootPatrolProgram in Flint,Michigan.East
 
Lansing,MI:National Neighborhood FootPatrol Center
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CHAPTERTHREE
 
The Community as PartnersforProgress
 
The development ofthe community as a partner through the conscious
 
improvement ofCOPPS hasshown itselfnotto bejustone more front-office idea that
 
takes up a field officer's time. Rather,it emerges as a prime strategy in the survival ofnot
 
only police departments but also entire communities where people can live and plan in
 
confidence and harmony. Any attempt to explain and define the COPPS initiative must
 
also include identifying whatthe term"community"is intended to mean in this context.
 
Theterm"community"can mean very different things. Understanding the dynamicsof
 
community is critical to the prevention and control ofcrime and disorder. The purpose of
 
this chapter will first be to show how the concept ofcommunity has evolved over the
 
years and, Secondly,to discussthe distinct difference between a geographic community
 
and a community ofinterests. These distinctions were easily overlooked in the past when
 
both kinds ofcommunitytypically overlapped to coverthe same population. This has
 
particular relevance to the use ofcommunity in COPPS,because crime, disorder, and fear
 
ofcrime can help create a community ofinterest within a geographic community.
 
Enhancing and emphasizing this particular community ofinterest within a specific
 
geographic community can provide the impetusfor residentsto work with COPPS
 
"Herman Goldstein:Problem Oriented Policing(1990by Mcraw-Hill,Inc.), p. xii-4
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officers to ireate a positive sense ofcommunity in the fullest sense ofthe term. Therefore
 
the use ofthe word community in COPPS can refer to many different and sometimes
 
overlapping entities. The community ofinterest generated by crime,disorder, and fear of
 
crime becomesthe goalto allow COPPS officers an entry into the geographic
 
community. Then together the officer and the"community"can develop new structures
 
and tactics designed to improve the overall quality oflife, allowing arenewed community
 
spirit to build and flourish.
 
The Comiiiunity
 
The United States was primarily an agrarian society with lessthan lO percent of
 
the population living in cities. During this period at the turn ofthe century,theterm
 
community did not require definition,conveying as it did the idea ofa distinct area where
 
residents shareid acommon geography and acommon culture,as well as elements of
 
mutualinterdependence. As people migrated fi*omfarm communitiesinto cities during
 
the increasing industrialization period,theterm communities seemed aptin describing
 
how even the largest cities divide into smaller units that seemed to meetthese three
 
criteria.
 
Fessler,Donald R.,Facilitating Community Change:ABasic Guide(SanDiego:University
 
Associate. 1976),p.7.
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According to Donald R.Fessler,(rural)sociologists defined community as"a:ny
 
area in which people with a common culture share conimon interests:"^^The problem
 
with such a broad definition is that it can be applied to anything fi'Om"a rural village of
 
halfa hundred families"to"one ofour major cities."^" AsFessler noted,large cities are
 
not what we mean when wetalk about communities,because the inherent
 
depersonalization that dominateslarge cities militates against the cohesive sense of
 
community.^'
 
In the 1920's, sociologiists such as RobertE.Park described the community as a
 
group ofpeople living in a specific geographic area and conditioned bythe subcultural or
 
life processes ofcompetition, cooperation, assimilation,and conflict. The unplanned life
 
processes created so-called natural areasthat not only had a defined territorial fi^ ame,but
 
also shared special or unique cultural and social characteristics, wrote Meehaghan in Ms
 
treatise,"WhatMeans'Community'
 
Bythe 1950's,there were nearly as many definitions ofCommunity as there were
 
authors ofthe subject. George A.Hillery, Jr., ofthe University ofAtlanta, attempted to
 
classify 94 dififerent definitions,by content,to see whether he could identify areas of
 
common agfeeraent^^ His conclusion wasthat,"Most...are in basic agreementthat
 
Fessler,DonaldR.,Facilitating Community Change:A Basic Guide(San Diego:University Associate,
 
1976),p.7.
 
Ibid.,p.7.
 
Ibid., p.7.
 
Ibid,, p.94. 'V'
 
Hillery,George A.,Jr.,"DefinitionsofCommunity: AreasofAgreement,"Rural Sociology,20(4),
 
■. 1955. p. 111. 
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community consists ofpersons in social interaction within a geographic area and having
 
one or more additional ties."^"^
 
This makesit easy to see how theterm"community"began to become
 
synonymous with"neighborhood," when applied to areas within cities,though
 
sociologists and ecologists continued to draw distinctions between thetwo terms that
 
often tended to confuse rather than illuminate the difference. Suzanne Keller, published a
 
1982 paper called"The Neighborhood," defined neighborhood in terms that echo
 
common definitions ofcommunity,demonstrating that confusion concerning how these
 
two terms differ persists today:"The neighborhood,viewed as an area or a place within a
 
larger entity, has boundaries either physical or symbolic and usually both where streets,
 
railway lines, or parks separate offan area and its inhabitants or where historical and
 
social traditions make people view an area as a distinctive unit. Usually these two
 
boundaries reinforce each other: the physical unit encourages symbolic unity,and
 
symbolic boundariescometo be attached to physical ones."^^
 
Efforts to update and refine the definition ofcommunity in the 1970'sfocused on
 
identifying new unifying principles. The University ofChicago's Albert Hunter,in his
 
book. Symbolic Communities,noted the close association amongthe words"common,"
 
"communication,"and"community"and posited that both language and shared symbols
 
Ibid., p. 111.
 
Keller,Suzanne,"The Neighborhood,"in Neighborhoodsin Urban America,edited by Ronald H.
 
Baylor(Port W^hington,NY:KennikatPress, 1982),p.9.
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could help in identifying what he called the"natural community. Meehaghanfocused
 
on"social area analysis," where census tract information was used to break out urban
 
groups of3,000to 6,000 people wherethe data onthe homogeneity Ofeconomic,family,
 
and ethnic characteristics could be used to identify the boundaries ofcommunities.^^ The
 
theme underlying much ofthe continuing interest in finding a viable definition for the
 
term community is that once you can identify a community,you have discovered the
 
primary unit ofsociety above the level ofthe individual and thefamily that can be
 
mobilized to take concerted action to bring about positive social change.RitaMae Kelly
 
writesin Gommunity Control ofEconomicDevelopment,"Priorto the riots in Watts,that
 
in ghetto areas oflarge cities, the word'community'wasalmost never applied to
 
neighborhoods or blocksin cities."^^ The necessity offinding waysto cope with urban
 
social problems that contributed to those riots obviously made identifying the primary
 
unit abovethefamily level that could be harnessed for social change afar moreburning
 
issue than it had seemed previously. However,at least three profound changesthat have
 
occurred in the United States since World WarII have dramatically altered the concept of
 
community.Theimpact ofmass transit, mass communications,and mass media have
 
widened the rifl between a sense ofcommunity based on geography and one based on a
 
community ofinterest.
 
Hunter,Albert,quoted in Williams S.Watman'sA Guide tothe Language ofNeighborhoods.
 
Meehaghan,p,95.
 
Kelly,Rita Mae,Community ControlofEconomicDevelopment(New York:Praeger, 1977),pp. 35-36.
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Technological Change
 
Theterm community implied both a physical and psychological component,
 
which isi something many traditional definitions ofcommunity do not address. The
 
physical aspect ofcommunity related to the factthatthe individual lived in a specific
 
geographic area,bounded byfunctionsin daily life that are tiedto concrete structures and
 
institutions, snCh as schools,churches,shops,and other public and private
 
establishments. A community also contains an emotionalcomponentbased on a
 
community ofinterest. The glue that held communitiestogetherflowed fi"om the
 
communication between community residents thattook place during those daily
 
activities.^ Suzanne Keller wrote about rupture between thephysical and psychic
 
aspects ofcommunity;"It is now possiblefor individualsto travelthroughoutthe globe
 
without ever leaving home,while others are at home whereverthey setfoot.Expanding
 
spiritual and physical horizoiis have severed the original link between place and
 
cornmuruty.'' Thethree majortechnological changes;masstransportation, mass
 
communication,and mass media have played a great role in the divorce between
 
geography and community. And while some researchers havetouched on the effects of
 
Azarya, Victor,"Cominunitj"in The Social Science Encyclopedia, edited by Adam Kupcrand Jessica
 
Kuper(London:Routledge&Kegan Paul, 1985),p. 135.
 
Keller,Suzanne,"Community and Community Feeling,"in TheEncyclopedia ofUrbanPlanning,edited
 
by Arnold Whittick(New York:McGraw-Hill, 1984),p.288.
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one or more ofthese factors,it is almostimpossible to overstate the impactthis trio has
 
wrought.
 
In the rural model ofthe past,the overlap between a community ofinterest and a
 
geographic community blurred the distinction betweenthe two.For example,when a
 
crisis occurred, perhaps a neighbor's bam burned,neighborslinked by a common
 
geography and a community ofinterest pitched in to help thefarmer build a new bam.
 
While altmism may well have played a role,the underlying reality also operating was
 
that neighbors stuck together because the farmer who lent a hand today knew he might
 
well need a helping hand himselftomorrow.
 
It's easy to see how masstransportation and masscommunication have altered the
 
equation. Today,ifyou break your arm,instead ofasking the stranger next doorfor help,
 
chances are you will be far more likely to pick up the phone(mass communication)to
 
call afriend or relative acrosstown or acrossthe country asking for help. Then he or she
 
can climb into a car or hop on a plane(masstransportation)to come help.
 
Chances are as wellthat you made the decision concerning whom to call based on
 
a community ofinterest. Maybe you becamefriends all the way back when you studied
 
the same subject in college. Or perhaps your avid interest injogging initially brought you
 
together.It could be youfound enough common ground as coworkers,back before you
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were transferred 2,000miles away.Perhaps you naet at the same cooperative daycare
 
center when your first child was born.^*
 
to talk with Or visit people far beyond ourimmediate locale, we wereforced to learn to
 
advice,comfort,or assistance than to walk to the neighbor next door. And wecan choose
 
from aniohg the telephone nuttibers in our address book instead oftrying to find common
 
ground with the next door neighbor;
 
Whilethe effects ofmasstransportation and masscommunication have been
 
connection in the traditional definition ofcommunity,scant attention has been paid to the
 
role the mass media plays. The relatively recent proliferation of"lifestyle" pieces in
 
newspapers and in nightly television news demonstrates how much individuals and
 
families crave a shared identity. To meetthat need,bothjournalists and advertisers
 
reinforce our perceptions ofourselves as members ofwell-defined subsets whose identity
 
is based on community ofinterest.
 
Instead ofdefining ourselves by the neighborhood/community where we live, we
 
are""
 
Wilson,JamesQ.,and Kclling,George L.,"ThePolice and Neighborhood Safely:Broken
 
Windows," The Atlantic Monthly, March 1982,pp.29-38.
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boomer,born again Christian,feminist,jmppie.New Age,dink(doubleincome,no kids).
 
For manyin toda^y's society,we are what we do and we define ourselves primarily in
 
terms ofcareer. Those who find less satisfaction in their work define themselves bytheir
 
leisure time activities as a track athlete,a classic car buff, an antique hound. Others see
 
themselves in more political terms: conservative,liberal,tax protester, peace activist.
 
Ifthis seems an overstatement,consider that the"invention" ofthe teenager as a
 
defined community ofinterest has been afairly fecentinvention. Accessto the
 
automobile and the telephone,combined with reinforcement oftheir existence as a
 
special conjmunity with defined needs and values,allowed young people betweenthe
 
ages of12and 20to begin seeing themselves differently than they did in the past, when
 
they were simply young people approaching adulthood. The primary community of
 
interest that has encouraged them to group together is the ambivalence in their
 
relationship to their parents,upon whom they depend for Support but who rarely allow
 
social autonomy as quickly as mostteenagers would like.
 
Today,nunucking adults,teenagers no longer see themselves as a monolithic
 
group. Within that broad age defined community ofinterest,teenagers break down into
 
subsets based on divergent communities ofinterest, visibly identified by rigid(though
 
informal)dress codes and shared language(slang). And teen publications reinforce the
 
individual's identity as a"punker.New Ager,doper,heavymetal headbanger," and so on.
 
■ 	 Mumford,Lewis,quoted in A New PublicPolicyfor Neighborhood Preservation, by Roger S. Ahlbrandt. 
Jr..and James V.Cunningham(New York:Praeger, 1979,p.6. 
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Freed from the link to place,an individual can shift:gears into and out of"various
 
comniunities ofinterest during the day.For example,a young woman who identifies
 
during the day with her position in upper management may switch to seeing herselfas an
 
aerobics enthusiast at her class that evening.
 
When paring community ofinterests and geography was still relevant in defining
 
conmiunity,a certain political unity was also implied. Thatis why,in an earlier era,
 
political candidates would make required visits to neighborhoods,particularly ethnic
 
neighborhoods,in search ofvotes. Many such neighborhoods literally voted as a block,
 
because their shared community ofinterests meantthat certmn issues wasofparticular
 
concern.In addition,because ofthe cohesion inherent in such communities,the ward
 
heeler approach could turn outthe vote,since face-to-face politicking was singularly
 
effective within such unified communities. Obviously,the pervasive influence ofmass
 
media played a role in changing the political equation in communities,since TV ads have
 
replaced handshaking as themost effective political tool.
 
Nolonger are neighborhoods as likely to vote asa block,which not only means
 
thatthey exhibit political apathy but also reduced political clout. Underthe old patronage
 
form ofneighborhood politicking, corruption flourished,buta politician had to address
 
enough ofthe community's needsin orderto maintain loyalty.Now that voters are
 
fragmented into varied communities ofinterest more often than their votes are tied to
 
place,the voters' ability to lobby as a unit for their neighborhoods'needs has suffered.
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In addition to the cqmbinied effect ofboth these technologicaland political
 
changes,wecan add the changes caused by a profound shift in this country'surban
 
conimunities after generations ofwhite and then black flight. Asthe automobile freed
 
people from the need to live close to theirjobs and a rising standard ofliving put cars
 
within the reach ofmore families those who could,typically opted to escape to the
 
suburbs. The explosion ofurban crhnethat has persisted almost unabated since the
 
196G's persuaded those who could afford to leave that it was prudentto do so.
 
Theirony,ofcourse,is thatthe departure ofthose dollars reduced urban services
 
even more.Atatime when employers were demanding better educated workers,many
 
city schools suffered budget cuts thatcontributed to their relative decline, which meant
 
that even those students who graduated typically possessed fewer skills than children
 
raised in the suburbs.In addition,thedropout rate among urb^iblack students now
 
approached60 percent.^^ The spiral decline contributed to ufban decay,with fewer
 
dollars, public and private,to puttoward escalating problems.
 
In neighborhoods ofthe past,those who provided public and private services
 
came to the communitythey served.Everyone from the"paper/rags" man,the public
 
health nurse,the scissors sharpener,the cop onthe beat,and thesocial worker came into
 
the communityto work.Today,the equation has changed and now individuals must seek
 
33 Hainill,Pete,"Breakingthe Silence,"Esquire,March 1988,p.94.
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outthose services. Ironically,residents ofpoor neighborhoods,the ones with thefewest
 
resoufces,must now find aWayto travelto those services or substitute atelephone call^'^
 
Policing for Today's Goittmunity
 
The point in these discussions isto examine the dynamics that play a role in
 
shapipg the new Mndsofcomrnunitytoday's police must serve. To definehow
 
comihimity is used in GOPPS,therefore,requires defining communityin new terms. It
 
wasthe late social activist, Saul Alinsky, who proposed viewing community through the
 
prism ofissues which,in essence,constitute the most urgent kind ofcommunity of
 
interest.'^ Within any geographic area,the issues that provide the police with the unifying
 
principle necessaryto allow them access to the community so that they can most
 
effectively do theirjob are crime,disorder,and fear ofcrime.
 
Much ofthe renewed interest in defining community,so that this unit can be
 
targeted for change,occurred after the devastating riots in ourinner cities. The initial
 
police responseto the riots wasto institute"community relations" programs,the failed
 
precursor to the COPPS movementthat has sometimes confused whatthe new movement
 
does.
 
^Wilson,JamesQ,and Kelling,George L.,"ThePolice and Neigliborhood Safety:Broken Windows,"
 
The Atlantic Monthly, March 1982,pp.29-38.
 
35 Mcenaghan,p.97.
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Mosteommunity relations programs were based on the traditional definition of
 
community,the idea that there wasa cohesive group within a specific geographic area
 
that could be persuaded through an educational effort thatthe police are"good guys."
 
The fact remains.However,that community relations programsfailed because they did
 
not address the issues ofcrime,disorder,and fear ofcrime that provide modem
 
communities and the police with a mutual community ofinterest that can allow for
 
meaningfial interaction
 
WhatGOPPS doesis put an oflBcer in daily face-to-face contact with the
 
community,so that he or she canhavethe input ofthe community in setting priorities.
 
Unlike police programs ofthe past where police administrators or so-called community
 
leaders set the police agenda,the COPPS movementencourages all sectors ofthe
 
communityto become involved.
 
COPPS need notbe restricted to blighted,inner city neighborhoods.For instance,
 
the Clearwater(Florida)Police Department not only employs COPPS in troubled
 
neighborhoods,but also in their new beach patrol. This refiects the fact that the beach
 
"community"made up ofshopkeepers,residents,and tourists not only inhabit the same
 
geographic location, permanently or temporarily,butthat their communityofinterest lies
 
in their desire to reduce crime and disorder onthe beach.
 
It is true, however,that manyCOPPS eflfbrts have demonstrated successin
 
blighted neighborhoods. While many affluent neighborhoods have a strong desire to
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reduce crime,the fact is that they tend to havefewer problems with sefiouscrime than
 
(rahgingfrom bufglar alarmstohired security guards);andthe lack ofsocial and physical
 
disorder tendsto act aS a deterrent to crime,since it conveysthe message that crime will
 
Thefact is that neighborhood decay acts as a magnetfor crime,and police
 
greatest impact. Putting a COPPS officer into a blighted neighborhood can be a very
 
positive first step in reclaiming that traditional sense ofcommunity because ofthe variety
 
ofrolesthe officer plays. The officer's primary duty or course is to control crime.
 
is
 
information. The rapport engendered by having the same officer in the same geographic
 
area every day facilitates atwo-way information flow. The officer becomesa memberof
 
the community.
 
The officer also acts as a visible deterrent to crime,ofcrucial importanceto those
 
the elderly retiree who has no car and must walk to the bank to cash his pension check
 
would find the armed officer's presence reassuring. The officer's presence can also deter
 
open drug sales,a potent symbol thatthe community has lost control.By allowing law-

abiding citizensto reclaim their streets,the COPPS officer helps inspire a renewed sense
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ofconfidence in the community.The ofiBcer can bethe catalyst in theformation ofblock
 
clubs and associations so that people can be the"eyes and ears"oftheir neighborhoods.
 
In the role ofcommunity liaison,the COPPS officer also acts asthe community's
 
link to other public agencies. The police are the only governmental agency open24 hours
 
a day,which makesthem the ideal public agentto begin regenerating community spirit.
 
Perhapsthe community's priority isto remove abandoned cars or to have regular trash
 
pickups. While that may notseem like"crime fighting," crime arid decay clustertogether,
 
so towing cars and removing trash may be crucial steps in transmitting the message that
 
the community will no longer tolerate crime.^^
 
Creative COPPS officers have developed a wide variety ofnew approachesto
 
meetlocal community needs.In one community,an officer held ajob fair, including
 
speakers who used role playing to teach interview skills. Another tapped local businesses
 
to donate paint to upgradethe homes ofthe indigent. Theteenagers who helped were
 
rewarded with donated sports gear.In the role ofcommunity catalyst,the COPPS ofBcer
 
provides the hope that urban life cari again be enjoyed in safety.
 
The community can be the mostimportant weapon in fighting crime.However,
 
the sad fact is that many coirimunities have lostthe collective vrill to fightthe battle
 
against drugs,decay,disorder, and crime.By getting back to the basics and by
 
stimulating communication between police and neighborhoods processesthat allow the
 
^	Wilson,JamesQ.,and Kelling,GeorgeL.,"ThePolice and Neighborhood Safety:Broken
 
Windows," The Atlantic Monthly, March 1982,pp.29-38.
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communityto rebuild that traditional sense ofpride in community life, the GOPPS
 
movement holdsthe promise ofimproving the quality oflife in our cities. And perhaps
 
even moreimportantly we mustrecognize the need to restore our communities before this
 
opportunity disappearsforever. As author Lewis Mumford wrote;"We shall never
 
succeed in dealing effectively with the complex problems oflarge units and differentiated
 
groups,unless at the sametime we rebuild and revitalize the small unit...The home and
 
the neighborhood are an integral part ofthe region."^'
 
Mumford,Lewis,quoted in A NewPublicPolicyfor NeighborhoodPreservatioa byRoger S. Ahlbrandt,
 
Jr., and James V.Cumiingham(New York:Praeger,1979,p.6.
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Areas ofResistance
 
Programs have been added and programs have been deleted as police
 
negativism and lack ofconfidence in the police. It has become quite clear that police
 
organizations vvill never have sufl&cient resources to be all things to people,and tliat
 
responsive to the most accurate,lip'tOTdate information. Obviously, peoplefrom
 
neighborhoods whofeel most comfortable with the police are also most likely to be
 
cooperative in assisting the police and each other. These neighborhoods are likely to
 
require less intensive policing than do others,less cooperative areas. To carry this
 
further, it is apparent that lower-class neighborhoods,especially in large metropolitan
 
areas are less likely to have confidence in the police then are urban and suburban
 
middle-class neighborhoods, where conflicts are not so likely to occur.^^
 
Whenthe police are summoned to solve community conflicts in lower ^
 
socioeconomic ethnic neighborhoods,they are viewed,by some at least, not asthe
 
National Advisory Commissionon Criminal Justice Standards and Goals,CrimePrevention
 
(Washington, D.C.;U.S.GovernmentPrinting OfTice, 1973),p.2.
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solution but asthe problem against whom the"conflictant" and observers unite. This
 
not yet understand the morals and values that exist here. Thus they respond in waysthat
 
further hinder communication,understanding,cooperation,and,mostimportant,
 
eflfectiveness. COPPSfor the most part,connotes programs designed to bring officers
 
into closer, more positive contact with the community;to reduce conflict so that there is
 
less need for over policing;and to enhance the police officer'simage as a protector first,
 
rather than enforcer.
 
It is in the lower-class neighborhoods where officers are most likely to be the
 
are
 
openly targeted."Things are bad for me because ofthe government. You are the
 
government. Therefore,you are the reasonfor my problems.""*®
 
Former centers ofpowerlessness,however,are finding and expressing new
 
powerthrough a relatively new idealism. Gang members are now likely to be referred to
 
(and refer to themselves)as"club" members or"car club" members.These gangs have
 
found powersin that regularly constituted organization are likely to cometo their aid in
 
dealing with the police—afterthe fact. With this and other social changes,the police
 
have tended to adopt a more defensive stance. Institutions and organizations are very
 
PaulM.Whisenand,Police Supervision;Theoryand Practice(Engjewbod Glififs, N.J.;Prentice Hall,
 
1971),p.277.
 
U.S. GovernmentPrinting Office 1973),p.29-30
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quick to take up the cry ofpolice brutality, over policing,and the like; and police
 
oflScers feel that they must be ever prepared to defend their actions and the policies of
 
their organization.
 
There is good reason,therefore,to concentrate COPPS efforts in the areas of
 
most prominent need,not only with the citizens who live there but with the officers who
 
serve there as well. This is notto say that the police who serve in middle-class and
 
upper-class neighborhoods are freeto ignore the problem,for they are not. The
 
relationship that exists between the police and any community served is not to be
 
regarded lightly. One cannot know too much aboutthose,he or she serves. The Efispanic
 
subculture is the most rapidly growing in the United States today;the Asian second. Yet
 
relativelyfew officers have a comprehensive understanding ofeither one ofthem.It is
 
no longer rational(ifit ever was)to look at someone and make certain criticaljudgments
 
onthe basis ofwhatthat person lookslike.'^V
 
Cultures are different and people within cultures are different. The enlightened
 
officer is one who beginsto recognize and appreciate those differences. The
 
enlightened,effective officer is one who is confident enough to work within those
 
differences.In reality, it would beimpossible ifnot unconscionable to treat everyone
 
alike,for all situations that seem alike are not necessarily so.Without the support ofits
 
41 Ibid.,p.31
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citizens, any police force,regardless ofsize,it not likely to be effective or at least as
 
effective as it might be/^
 
A secondary area ofresistance to certain concepts ofCOPPS programs isfound
 
within the organization. The manner in which police departments have evolved has
 
resulted in strongly supported traditional organizational structures and roles. The idea of
 
sharing policing responsibilities with the communityis difficult for many traditionalists
 
to accept. This concern is exacerbated by thefactthat some COPPS programs often
 
operate outside the chain ofcommand(leaving many traditionalist feeling that they are
 
"losing control")and do strange things notthoughtto be poHce functions(commonly
 
mocked as being"social work").
 
Thiskind oflack ofunderstandings commitment,or outright stubborn resistance
 
throughoutsome organizations has either caused the modification orthe complete
 
phasing outofmany earlier model programs. Again,some have also failed for lack of
 
commumty interest or support.
 
Police Culture,Managementand Public Image:Problemsin Implementing Community Oriented
 
Policing, Kenneth L.Becknell,CSUSB 1992,p.27
 
Police Culture,Managementand PublicImage:ftoblemsin Implementing Community Oriented
 
Policing, KennethL.Becknell,CSUSB 1992,pp.22-39
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COPPS versusPolice-Gommunity Relations
 
The police-community relations concept was a step forward,but it was
 
limited. Its goals were to promote public understanding,confidence,and public
 
supportthrough the dissemination ofinformation. These goals are still vahd;
 
however,the goals ofCOPPS are substantially broader and necessaryto today's
 
policing needs.
 
1. 	To promote police/community partnerships and problem-solving strategies
 
that combine enforcement and prevention so that the pohce can respond
 
proactively to the causes ofcrime,fear and other social problems.
 
2. Tofoster and improve communication and mutual understanding between
 
the police and the total community.
 
3. To promote intra-professional approachesto the solution ofcommunity
 
problems,and stress the principle that the administration ofjustice is a
 
total community responsibility.
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Police-Community relationsis essentially a one-way communication program
 
embracing the concept that people aremorelikely to support those things that they
 
understand. COPPS,on the other hand,involvestwo way communicationsin orderto
 
bring about change and modification. The change is desirable On the part ofnot only the
 
public butthe policeas well.
 
The needfor ah active poHce-community relations program has not diminished
 
with the formalization ofCOPPS.Ifanything,its importance to the totallaw
 
enforcement program is even greater than in earlier years. The police are continually
 
called upon to pertbmi many tasks,the results ofwhichoften are perceived negatively,
 
especially when overshadowed by half-truths and conjecture by the uninformed or
 
misinformed. Therefore, clarification is needed,and it can best reach the greatest
 
number ofpeople in the most expedient manner through an active public relations
 
program.
 
It must be recognized,however,that successful police organizations are those
 
that are flexible enough to accommodateto changing needs,to change themselves. This
 
is not a change for the sake ofchange,but rather change to improvethe quality oflife.
 
Recognizing the need for change is one the first steps in the process,and this recognition
 
is accomplished through feedback. The bestfeedback is often the most direct, and in this
 
case it involvesthe bringing together ofactive membersofthe pohce department and
 
active membersofthe community at large in a dialogue to exchange ideas and opinions.
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Obviously,there is a certain amountofpolice-community relations in COPPS;they
 
involve a communication ofthe kind ofgoals and responsibilities held by the police and
 
the method by which they are mostlikely to be accomplished. Onthe other hand,in a
 
two-way conversation the police learn something ofhow they and their actions are
 
perceived.Ifthey are properly alert,they caii learn how better to attain certain goals in a
 
more acceptable manner. This can also be animportantform in which to test the
 
acceptance ofnew programs and to make any necessary adjustments before they are
 
initiated. The most basic and most successful COPPS opportunity still begins with a
 
positive one-on-one conversation.
 
Detracting Elements in COPPS
 
Surprisingly enough,the very existence ofaCOPPS program will be
 
threatening to some segments ofboth the community and the police
 
department.Regardless ofthe program's title, regardless ofits goals and good
 
intentions,some will perceive a sinister or negative motive. Atthe community
 
level,there is a need for confidence and freedom ofexpression.By virtue of
 
their presence,COPPS officers will learn a greatdeal aboutthe community.
 
Care must be taken,however,to ensure that they are not called upon to
 
consciously seek intelligence-type information. Obviously intelligence is
 
necessary for some departmental operations.Onthe other hand,ifa COPPS
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officer deliberately engages in intelligence activities, many citizens—and
 
particularly those already suspicious ofthe police—will refixse to participate
 
in its activities. Theformal organization should recognize that sincerity,trust,
 
and mutual respect must exist between the community and the COPPS officer
 
and should make every attempt nottocompromise this relationship.
 
Conversely,COPPS oflBcers are bound to learn a great deal about the conduct
 
ofother departmental membersfrom various contacts with the community.Ifthe
 
departmentin general perceives the COPPS movement as covert,(that is, it is in
 
reality an"internal affmrs" unitto expose police deviant behavior), dysfunctional
 
suspicion will arise.'*'^
 
While the COPPS movement may prove to bethe source ofa great deal of
 
information that should not beignored,the information should be primarily utilized
 
for training and bringing about understanding and change in the broadest, most
 
positive sense. The COPPS officer must not be placed in a cohipromising situation
 
vith the community.It is only reasonable that he Or she likewise should not be
 
contpromised in his or her own department.
 
LeeP.Brown,"APolice Departmentand its Values,"ThePolice Chief,5 1,No. 11,
 
(November 1984),p.24
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COPPSis the new orthodoxy oflaw enforcement. Rather thanjust reacting after
 
crimes by racing to a ceaseless string ofcallsfor service, police should try to create
 
partnerships with their communitiesin advance to solve problems that otherwise lead to
 
crime."Ifcommunity policing isn't in yourtown yet, it's probably coming. We're
 
determined to put more police officers on the street and to expand community pohcing,"
 
President Bill Clinton has said;he hopestofund 100,000 more copsfor America's crime-

ridden cities. In a recent survey by the FBI and the National Center for Community
 
Pohcing at Michigan State University,50 percent ofpohce officials serving cities with
 
populations ofmore than 50,000 people said they werefollowing this approach to
 
pohcing,and m additional20 percent planned to inaugurate it within a year.
 
Despite its ahure on paper,turning the theory into practice is proving
 
complicated.IfCOPPS cannot deliver quantifiable results quickly,it could end up on the
 
scrap heap ofinnovation. The variety ofprogramsthat are described as COPPS vary
 
substantially. Some cities programs have been singled out asincomplete and superficial,
 
and lacking the problem-solving component. The difference between the"realMcCow"
 
and thefakes often comes down to whetherthe police department appreciatesthe depth
 
ofchange needed to makean honestgo ofCOPPS.
 
The changes needed typically go to the core ofa traditional, paramilitary pohce
 
culture. For one thing, departments must recruit differently, attracting people interested in
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service, notjust adventure.Police academytraining needsto expand beyond arrest
 
proceduresto include building skills like community organizing. Statistical performance
 
measures—^like number ofarrest made or citations written—^have little meaning in such a
 
system.
 
Police departments must also find waysto fi"ee oflBcersfrom the ceaseless string
 
ofcallsfor service: nonstop calls that send officers goingfrom one call to the other.In
 
some departments, dispatchers query callers aggressivelyto screen out non-emergency
 
calls. Butthe problem persists. Ideally, experts say, all officers should participate in
 
COPPS,butthe influx ofservice calls, especially emergency calls("911")forcessome
 
departments to spht their officers, with afew officers working full-time on community
 
problems while others answer radio calls. In New York,this has caused animosity
 
betweenthetwo groups. The reality, contend some experts,is that community policing
 
requires more officers,atough sellfor budget-strapped cities.
 
When practiced well,COPPS assumes each neighborhood has unique problems,
 
so police commandersand line-level officers are encouraged to customize service, not
 
justfollow general edicts from headquarters. Yet many officers feel the philosophy is soft
 
on crime or isn't"real" police work. And many sergeants and lieutenants have resisted
 
allowing street officers to devise their own solutions,fearing a loss ofcontrol.
 
The challenges don't stop with the police. Bringing other government agencies
 
and the community at large into the process as partners is crucial. But overworked city
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agencies have attim^s had trouble responding when police have asked for their help. And
 
many neighborhoods are nottaking up the new role demanded ofthem,especially ifthey
 
are plagued by crime or have a history ofbad relations with the police^ People may be
 
afraid ofneighborhood retaliationfor their participation,uninterested,or simply mistrust
 
the police.
 
Even ifall the obstacles can be overcome,there is no certainty on whether
 
COPPS makesa difference. Nevertheless,Community policing is advancing because it
 
seemsto makesense,not because it has yet been showntobe demonstrably superior.
 
ThePartnership
 
In the middle-class neighborhood, police community partnerships are not
 
difficult to develop,given the present-day crime picture. When crime was occurring in
 
other neighborhoods people were not particularly concerned.Butnow that crime
 
patternstranscend allboundaries,people are interested-^itis their problem too,they
 
have a stake.'*^ Personnelin COPPS programs have their work cut outforthem in
 
neighborhoods where the police are seen by some asthe enemy or at least someone
 
you do not wantto be caught cooperating with. These are usually the lowest
 
socioeconomic ethnic neighborhoods.
 
45 Ibid.,p.150
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Crime in the lowest Socioeconomic ethnic neighborhoods is not new.These are
 
inherently high-victimization areas,butthe victimsfor one reason or another are
 
reluctant to complain to the police. This may be a result ofmistrust, certain informal
 
"rules" or morale,or simply fear ofretaliation. Asian neighborhoods and businesses
 
are particularly among the new variations of"don't cooperate with the police." While
 
most criminals attemptto hide their identity from their victims, Asians gang members
 
committing crimes make certain thatthey are identified by those present. And the
 
threat is very clear that ifvictims or witnesses cooperate with the police,these are the
 
people who will retaliate. These are the neighborhoods where COPPS officersface
 
their greatest challenge.
 
First there mustbe a dialogue,any kind ofongoing non-threatening dialogue.
 
Eventually,through this dialogue there must evolve an understanding that crime is
 
everyone's business notjust that ofthe police, and that this problem cannot be solved
 
without community involvement. Finally,there must be an understanding that every
 
citizen in the community has something to lose and something to gain;every citizen is a
 
stakeholder and,hopefully,a partner.^
 
Robert C.Trosanowcz,"Perspective FootPatrol:Improving Police Citizens Contact,"In Louis A.
 
Radelet,ed..ThePolice and the Community,fourth ed.(New York:Macmillan,1986),p.483
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 ; , CHAPTERFIVE " :
 
Major Approaches to COPPS
 
During the late 1960s and 1970s,following recommendations,from the
 
3, a
 
community,to promote mutual support,to encourage communication,and so on.
 
Some programs experienced relative success;others did not. Most were relegated to test
 
areas and specific officer assignments,as opposed to total departmental understanding,
 
involvement,and support.Eventhose programs held up as positive examples were,in
 
from the mainstream oftheir respective agencies. The programs did little to strengthen
 
or even
 
between police officers assigned to"community relations" and other officers.
 
The 1970s also gave birth and often death to someform ofte^policing,Early
 
team policing programs were burdened bylack ofdocumented successes and failures.
 
calls for service. It would be implemented,voluntarily assigned officers and citizens
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would like it, it would have an initial impacton crime,and then traditional habits would
 
overwhelm it and the program would disappear/'
 
TheInglewood,California,Police Departmentinstituted a program considered by
 
manyto be one ofthe showcase offederally funded community policing programs. As
 
early asthe 1970s,theInglewood Police Department was activelyinvolved in forging
 
community partnerships that have becomethefoundationfor many ofits community
 
oriented programstoday.
 
Though now considered an essential component ofnearly every law enforcement
 
agency,in the early 1970'sInglewood was still considered a pioneer when it created a
 
Community Relations Division within its Police Department.Many ofthe services
 
developed in that era such as SchoolResource Officers and Operation PropertyID.
 
became theforerunners oftoday's expanded and more influential programs such as
 
D.A.R.E.and Neighborhood Watch.
 
Perhaps because ofits early foothold,the Inglewood Police Department's
 
8-persOn Community Affairs Division now boastsone ofthe most extensive menus of
 
outreach services ofany agency its size. These include: a network ofover270
 
Neighborhood Watch Block Clubs blanketing all comersofthe city;a business and
 
apartment"Watch";an inventive D.A.R.E.Program which reached 12,000 children last
 
year alone; victim and vritness assistance;aPolice ActivitiesLeaguethat served over
 
Whisen, PaulM.&Ferguson,R Fred(1996).The ManagementofPolice Organizations,4""ed.
 
Prentice-Hall,Inc./Upper Saddle River,New Jersey, p.225
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5000 participants; Chaplain and Volunteer Corps;commercial security consultation; and
 
Combat Auto Theft(CAT).Other contemporary programs operated that have a
 
distinctive community pohcing flavor include: restricting 6fillegal activities being
 
carried out on private property; publishing the namesofprostitutes and their customers;
 
making crime reporting available via a"hotline";and obtaining prior property owner
 
authorization to make criminal trespass arrests on private property where loitering and
 
drug activityis occurring. One ofthe mostrecent,ifnot Original and well received,
 
programs undertaken by theInglewood Police Department has been the"Citizens'
 
Academy".Lesson plans covered include virtually everyfacet ofpolicing in IngleWood
 
from how calls are dispatched to how incident reports are processed and analyzed to
 
reveal crime trends. Participating community members are taught how to access police
 
services,what citizen involvement opportunities exist, and how the complaint process
 
works.The carefully developed curriculum includes a blend ofpresentations as well as
 
"handson"experience that begins with station tours and culminatesin patrol ride-alongs.
 
The benefits derived from theInglewood Police Department's full slate of
 
community oriented services cannot be overstated.However,apart from structured
 
programs,it is importantfor ofiBcers and citizensto have increased contact with one
 
another under conditions that promote greater familiarity,comfort and trust. Some ofthe
 
methods employed to accomplish this in recent years include foot patrols in the
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downtown district, officers riding buses,the introduction ofa 4-officer bicycle patrol,the
 
advent ofa"soft" uniform,and patrol audits by supervisors.
 
Outreach programs,coupled with strategies to increase positive police-citizen
 
contacts, are the building blocks ofstrong community partnerships. As early asthe
 
1970'sthe Inglewood Police acknowledged that it could not win the fight against crime
 
alone. It wasrecognized that recruiting and empowering citizens to understand the
 
problems,to share the power and to assist in decision making is imperative ifinroads are
 
to be madein curbing crime. A small group ofinspired citizens,led by a maverick
 
Councilman and workingjointly with the police, boldly took the initiative and quickly
 
and effectively eliminated a chronic prostitution problem in its neighborhood.A similar
 
collaborative effort between police and citizen groups became the hallmark ofOperation
 
Clean and Safe Streets in 1984.Inglewood was selected as one ofthe venue sites ofthe
 
International Olympic Games and was determined to put its bestfootforward before the
 
world. Aninterdepartmental committee chaired by the Police Department and supported
 
by Scores ofcitizens turned their attention to a region ofthe City particularly hard hit by
 
blight and noise. The efforts ofthis partnership resulted in the arrest ofnumerous
 
loiterers, storage ofdozens ofabandoned yehicles,removal ofhundredsoftons oftrash
 
and debris,correction ofnumerous health and safetycode violations,replacement of
 
missing or extinguished street lights, and extensive graffiti removal.''^
 
48 Inglewood Police Department 1996 AnnualReport, City ofInglewood,California
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Inglewood's^eatesttestimpnyto power ofcommunity partnerships camein
 
response tothe chaUenge ofdrugsandgang$over the past six years. Underthe leadership
 
ofthe City's first Black mayor and a strong multi-racial coMitiononthe City Counciland
 
;d. Anchored
 
),a hostof
 
coalitions,taskrforces^d cottimittees wereformed. Collectively,thousands ofcitizens
 
were conscripted into a"war on crime"underthe organizational banner known asthe
 
"inglewood Coalition for Police Support". They may tightfiilly take credit for expanding
 
reverse stings and"buy-bust" operations. Likewise,the Coalitionrevitalized community
 
spirit throu^ghco-sponsorship ofnumerousfestivals and celebrations, and envisioned mid
 
,citizens, private industry,schools
 
,which
 
m as an"All America
 
City".
 
solving through building partnerships.
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componentsofthe criminaljustice system,broughttogether monthlyas part ofan
 
on-i
 
department's Serious Habitual Offender(now Repeat Offender,Profile and Evaluation)
 
Attoriiey^'s Officej Youth Authority^, and State Parole as well asthe Schools. They are
 
accustomed to interacting with each other and have access to other criminaljustice
 
components such a;s the Judiciary, Attorney General's Office and FederalLaw
 
Enforcement agencies. The project's community-oriented emphasis wasnot expected to
 
TheI-COPPS program serves the entire nine-square mile city area. It was
 
anticipated thatI-COPPS would have a positive effect on reducing such crimes as
 
aggravated assault,robbery,burglary,larceny theft and auto theft. The program was also
 
drunkeimess,narcotics,weapons violations, chronic truancy,and unlawfulloitering.49
 
Interviews:
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49
TheInglewood Police Department's specific strategy to address crime and related
 
problems required9additional police officers,ofwhich one is a sergeant. Itis rooted in
 
5, and
 
three Drug Abuse and Resistance Education(D,A;R.E.)Officers,a Corp of12officers,
 
including a sergeant,were deployed equally into each offour geographical quadrants or
 
"beats;"To decentralize police services and enhance school safety,three officers were
 
:'^(NPsc)..
 
primary serw each three-officer teana assigned toaNPSG
 
included Cpnainuriity Oriented Policing and Problem Solving,D.A.R.E.classroom
 
education and community crime prevention,and enhanced security in and around school
 
sites. ,
 
The NPSG were supposed to operate in many respects hke a weekday police
 
mini-substation. It wasto becomethe neighborhood focal pointfor law enforcement,
 
crime prevention and education.Its presence on school sites was expected to have a
 
vandalism.However,as envisioned,the NPSG had the potential to also serve as highly
 
could originate or be coordinated. These include,fire prevention and education,code
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enforcement,graffiti abatement, parking enforcement,and Neighborhood Watch.
 
City-sponsored youth programs such asjuvenile diversion counseling and summer youth
 
employment and recreation department sign-ups was encouraged to become more mobile
 
and periodically reserve the use ofNPSC office space to enhance their outreach efforts.
 
TheNPSC was also suppose to serve as strategic sitesfor disaster preparedness
 
education,and as designated shelters in local emergencies(as school sites frequently are),
 
and as distribution centersfor critical supplies.
 
It is importantto note that while a single NPSC was designated per beat, officers
 
would extend school-based services such asD.A.R.E. education and enhanced campus
 
security to all school sites in their beat. The project was characterized as notintended to
 
usurp the role ofthe school district's security function.Instead,it wasforecast that safety
 
in and around Inglewood schools would improve appreciably due to better coordination
 
between municipal and school police,and the presence ofmore officers directing their
 
attention to neighborhood schools and surrounding activity.
 
An important element ofthe NPSC wasthat it represented the beginnings of"beat
 
integrity"in Inglewood.The City's relatively small size, shift configurations, callsfor
 
service and deployment patterns havethusfar worked against beat integrity. Accordingly,
 
the strong rappOrt and neighborhood familiarity, and the opportunity to identify and
 
resolve problems completely, cited as strong benefits ofbeat integrity, have been
 
missing. Another major benefit ofbeat integrity is that it opens opportunities for
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facilitating awareness of, and sensitivity to,the cultural and lifestyle differences of
 
particular neighborhoods.^®
 
Lead Officers were designated at each NPSC and were responsible for overall
 
managementand coordination ofI-COPPS activity in their respective beat.Lead Officers
 
were charged with briefing patrol and special enforcement units ofUnique needsin their
 
beat. Asthe title suggests.Lead Officers assumed a leadership role in identifying
 
problems,^ which constitute the underlying root causes ofcrime,in building neighborhood
 
partnerships and formulating creative solutions These officers are in for the duration(no
 
transfers)and they gotto know the community and to be known bythe community.And
 
they became effective.
 
Ifconditionsin the pastindicated the need for such programs,today's social
 
conditions Ofthe 1990s dictate an imperative;the burgeoning immigration ofdifferent
 
races and cultures clustering together in crowded,often substandard housing areas. Where
 
the police and citizens do not share common beliefs, do notknow or trust one another,or
 
even speak a commonlanguage;and where it is not understood that success ofeach in his
 
or her personalrole is predicated,at least in part,upon mutualrespect and assistance
 
fi-om the other.
 
Interviews: Cantrell,Hampton.Lieutenant,CommandingOfficerI-COPPS Division,Inglewood Police
 
Department Taylor,Rueben.Program SpecialistI-COPPS Division,Inglewood Police Department
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CHAPTERSIX
 
Whythe Move to COPPS
 
The recent history ofpolicing showsthat the field has had an influx ofwell-

meaning concepts whose names seemed to imply automatic acceptance—
 
police/community relations,crime prevention,team policing and so on. All promised to
 
provide new waysto cope with the growing realization that modem policing had
 
inadvertently left people outofpolicing,both in the sense that officers are an extension of
 
the community and that their primary duty is to satisfy the needs oftheir communities.In
 
their 1993 book"Reinventing Government,"David Osbofne and Ted Gaebler made the
 
observation that the police industry wasperhapsthe only public system in worse shape
 
than education and health care citing the causation in part to an outmoded way of
 
approaching their communities problems.Osbome and Gaebler advocatesa competitive
 
basis philosophy basically supporting ideology ofthe police being accountable to their
 
communities and that they should correspondingly receive most oftheirfunding based on
 
demographics mid need,butthey should competefor bonuses based on the strategies they
 
chose and their performance.Funding criteria would encourage the police,for example,
 
to do strategic planning,to invest in prevention,to survey their communities,to empower
 
communitiesthrough COPPS initiatives, and to convince participating agencies to adopt
 
mission driven budgets and personnel systems.COPPS appearstoday asthe potentially
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brightest option to provide policing a new focusto meetthe pressing needs oftheir
 
communities in the 21-Century. There are five driving forces pushing COPPS:
 
1. Citizen fiustration with police services
 
2. Research conducted during the 1970s
 
3. Increased social conflicts ofthe 1990s
 
4. Dissatisfaction with the traditional role ofthe police officer
 
5. New Police Leadership^V
 
Citizen Frustration
 
Citizens in general respect most police officers and enjoy contact with police.
 
However,some people continue to be fiustrated by police whocomein and out oftheir
 
neighborhoods,with little sensitivity to community norms and values. More and more
 
people are demanding increased participation with police in the determination ofpolice
 
priorities in their neighborhood security and a meansofopting for different police
 
services.Police management has been preoccupied with the internal operation and"doing
 
things right." COPPS addresses the highly value-laden questions of"Why?"Or,rather
 
than simply doing things right,"Are we doing the right things?" There is an old adage
 
that"Nothing succeeds so much as a successful failure." The professional crime fighting/
 
incident-driven strategy, although not a disaster, has not proven itselfeffective in crime
 
Whisen, Paid M.&Ferguson,R Fred(1996).The ManagementofPolice Organizations,4""ed.
 
Prentice-Hall,Inc./Upper Saddle River,New Jersey, p.229
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control.Herman Goldstein and afew others pointed this out in 1979,and started their
 
questto refine an alternative policing approach.CGPPS requires that traditional waysof
 
doing things be replaced carefully with a different organizational structure and
 
management ethic. This is difficult because most new ideas or systems are suspect of
 
being grossly inefiBcient or plainly stupid. COPPS depends6n the thinking ofeveryone in
 
the poUce department(sworn,civilian, part-time employees,and others). We return to the
 
need for empowerment.COPPS operates on the premise that good ideas can come fi^ 'om
 
anyone and must be encouraged and rewarded.The overwhehning public response to
 
COPPS hasbeen positive, regardless ofwhere it has been instituted.Pohce and citizens
 
alike are now able to say"yes" or"no"to COPPSbased on documented experiences in
 
such places as Boston,Massachusetts;Flint, Michigan,Kansas City,Missouri; Austin,
 
Waco,and Houston,Texas;Arapaho County,Colorado;Santa Ana and Oxpard,
 
Califomia;Portland,Oregon;Madison,Wisconsin;and Baltimore County,Maryland-to
 
name afew.
 
Research Conducted During the 1970!S
 
TheCOPPS movement did not evolve as an independent alternative to policing
 
strategies. It is based on research on police service delivery, which has been performed
 
over the pasttwo decades. Research in the 1970sshowed that preventive patrol in patrol
 
cars had little effect on crime,citizenlevelsoffear,or citizen satisfaction with police.
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Rapid response to callsfor service also had little impacton arrests, citizen satisfaction
 
with police,or levels ofcitizen fear. Research conducted during the early and mid-1970s
 
fhistrated police executives.It generally showed what did not work.Research performed
 
during the late 1970s and early 1980s was different.By showing what new tactics did
 
work,it motivated the moveto renovate policing. This research provided police with the
 
following guidance:
 
•Foot patrol can reduce citizen fear ofcrime,improve the relationship between
 
police and citizens, and increase citizen satisfaction with the police.
 
•The productivity ofdetectives can be enhanced ifpatrol officers interview
 
neighborhood residents carefully about criminal events,getthe information to
 
detectives, and ifdetectives use it wisely and feed backto patrol officers.
 
•Citizen fear can be reduced substantially by police tactics that emphasize
 
increasing the quantity and improving the quality ofcitizen-police interaction.
 
•Street-level enforcement ofheroin and cocainelaws can reduce serious crime in
 
the area ofenforcement without being displaced to adjacent areas.
 
•COPPS can be used to reduce thefts from cars, problems associated with drug
 
trafficking,and household burglaries.
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In the best tradition ofintegrating and applying research knowledgeto new programs,
 
COPPS has been built on the findings ofthis research. Some ofthe more critical research
 
efforts and their role in COPPS are worthy ofreview.
 
Police staffing commitments. According to research sponsored bythe Bureau of
 
Justice Statistics, less than 10 percent ofa patrol officer's pn-duty timeis spent on crime
 
related activities.^^ This includes answering crime calls, conductinginvestigatiohs,
 
writing reports,booking arrestees, and testifying in court. The remainder ofthe time is
 
spent on handling calls for service(although some ofthese calls—such as disturbances-

can evolve into an arrest situation), trafiBc enforcement and control,information
 
gathering,and uncommitted patrol time. The implications ofthese data are that traditional
 
patrol operations are inefficientand perhapsmisdirected Even in the nation's largest
 
police departments and in the busiest patrol districts, the uncomhutted patrol time is less,
 
butthe proportion oftime spent on crirhe-related duties remains aboutthe same.
 
Preventive patrol. The amountofthe patrol officers' uncommitted time varies
 
significantly depending on thejurisdiction's characteristics, number ofpatrol personnel,
 
nature ofthe patrol district, deployment characteristics, and variously assigned duties of
 
the patrol officers. Traditionally,this uncommitted time has been labeled as"preventive
 
patrol," wherein the officer in a marked patrol car drives randomly through the patrol
 
district as a crime prevention activity. ThePolice Fouhdation's Kansas GityPreventive
 
BureauofJustice Statistics(BJS).Reportto the Nation on Grinie and Justice. Washington,DC:U.S.
 
DepartmentofJustice, 1983.
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Patrol Study challenged the preventive patrol assumptionthrough a yearlong quasi-

experimental design study.The findings showed that preventive patrolhadho significant
 
efiFect on crime rates. Moreover,the studyfound that preventive patrol wasnot only
 
uncohiniitted time,it was also nonproductive and wasted time.VVhen viewed in
 
conjunction with the staffing issues describedabove,itis clearly understood how one
 
mayasSume that traditional approachesto police patrol may beflawed. There is not much
 
tinte devoted to crime-related duties and a significhit amountoftime is devoted to
 
uncomihitted patrol that does not prevent crime.
 
Responsetime. One argumentfor maintaining traditional patrolis the need to
 
have police ofiScers available for rapid response to calls. Specific emphasis has been
 
focused on the beliefthat the faster oflBcers respond tha crime scene,the higher the
 
probability ofapprehending thecriminal. ALaw Ehforcemenf Assistance Administration
 
project called the Kansas City Response Time Study tested this assumption. A later
 
NationalInstitute ofJustice replication ofthe study in Peoria,San Diego,Rochester,and
 
Jacksonville(FL)supported the Kansas City findings.^^ The results indicated thatthere
 
wasno relationship between a rapid crime scene response and the apprehension of
 
criminal perpetrators.In arriving at this conclusion,the studies divided response time into
 
"Kelling,G.et al. TheKansas City Preventive Patrol Experiment: A Technical Report. Washington,DC:
 
Tlie Police Foundation, 1974.
 
Kansas City, MissouriPolice Department.Response Time Analysis Reports. Washington.DC:National
 
Institute ofLaw Enforcement and Criminal Justice, 1977.
 
Spelman,W.andD.K.Brown.CallingthePolice; Citizen Reporting ofSerious Crime.Washington,DC:
 
National Institute ofJustice, 1984.
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three segments:(1)the amountoftime jfrom victim/witness discovery ofthe incident to
 
the time the police were called;(2)the time from when the police received the call until
 
the time a patrol unit was dispatched to the crime scene;and(3)thetime ofthe patrol
 
unit's receipt ofthe call until the oflBcer arrived at the incident scene. While the latter two
 
segments are the ones mostfrequently thought ofwith respectto response time,the first
 
segment wasthe most critical. Typically,the perpetrator wasgone by the time the victim
 
or witness called the police, hence negating the possibility ofapprehending the criminal
 
at the crime scene.
 
These results seem to indicate that response time is therefore not animportant
 
element in patrol management.However,a compounding variable was discovered in the
 
Kansas City Response Time Study. The research indicated that citizens used response
 
time as a measure ofsatisfaction with the police and,indirectly,a measure Ofpolice
 
competence. That is,ifresponse time wasslow,citizens were more likely to indicate
 
dissatisfaction with the police and to believe that the police had limited competence.
 
Conversely,with a rapid response,both satisfaction and perception ofcompetence
 
increased. These findings were fairly consistent regardless ofthe actual actions taken by
 
the officer at the incident scene.Tofurther compound the problem,it appears that the
 
citizen's perception ofresponse time—^regardless ofactual elapsed time—influenced
 
their rating ofthe police in a similar manner. This was particularly true in traumatic,
 
high-stress situations. The dilemma is clear: functionally,response time is not an
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important variable in patrol management;however,its influence on the police
 
constituency is significant and mustbe addressed.How canthese eoiifiicting demandsbe
 
resolved?. 5.. . ;
 
Patrol deployment,the deplOynient ofpolice officers has been a constant source
 
ofindecision for police administrators.Based on population,police employmentin the
 
United States rangesfrom Oto44 officers per 1,000 residents. Geographically,the
 
number ofofficers per square mile rangesfrom0in Angoon Division, Alaska,to 1,278.5
 
officers in the Manhattan Borough ofNew York City.^f In between these extremes are
 
variable distributions about which no meaningful conclusionscan be drawn.There is no
 
single factor or ratio which can be used to determine the"ideal" police strength fora
 
given area. While certain quantitative variables can be programmed into a comprehensive
 
niodelfor determination ofoptimum patrol officer deployment,the most fimdamental
 
variable is available resources—^how many police officers are available for deployment?
 
A second consideration isthe types ofactivities officers are expected to do—answer
 
crime calls, answer service calls,take accident reports, aggressively initiate"police
 
activity," check buildings,speak to citizens, and so on. Obviously,these duties will vary
 
with the area, shift, nature ofthe community,and mandate ofthe community.Thetypes
 
ofcalls and demandsfor police service will also influence deployment patterns. The
 
proverbial bottom line to deploymentissues is that given the numberofpersonnel
 
^BJS,op.dt.
 
"Levine,M.J.and J.T.McEwen:PatrolDeployment. Washington,DC:NationalInstituteofJustice, 1985.
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available, how can the department most effectively perform those ftinctions the
 
community expects. The answer lies largely in the qualitative variables ofservice
 
delivery and a change in the traditional concept ofpatrol deployment. That is,instead of
 
deploying personnel simply based on numerical demands,we should first examine the
 
policy and functional demands ofthe patrolforce and then match officer availability to
 
those demands. Concomitantly,we must develop our directives for officer performance
 
to fulfill the qualitative policy/service demands as well as the raw quantitative demands.
 
It is proposed that ifthe citizen demandsfor service can be metthrough alternate patrol
 
strategies, such as COPPS,then the numerical call demands will, over time,conform to
 
officer availability. Thatis, by placing the qualitative needs and desires ofthe community
 
asa primaryfactor in deployment decisions,the administrator is effectively placing the
 
"horse in fi-ont ofthe cart"
 
Performance measures.An ongoing problem in police personnel management has
 
been how to measure police performance. Traditional quantitative measures—numberof
 
arrests, number ofreports written,number ofcalls answered,numberofmilesdriven,
 
number oftraffic ticketsissued—lack substance with respect to the nature ofthe police
 
function mid the delivery ofpolice services. The notable advantageto such measures is
 
that they are relatively easyto collect, document,and compare.Ideally, qualitative
 
measures ofindividual police performance should be collected.Factors such as an
 
officer's communications Skills, how the Officer relates to the public,how the officer
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the type ofwork the officer does as well as his/her effectiveness/^ Unfortunately,this
 
informationis very difficult to collect validly and substantiateifan officer's performance
 
evaluation is chaUenged/The research oh the Subject, notably that donein a National
 
Institute ofJustice study byA^taker,infers that police agencies should strive for a
 
balance between the qu^tatiye and quantitarive measures/^ to do this, police
 
administrators must first clearly establish goalsfor the organization to accomplish.Next
 
programs must beimplemented to achieve those goals with clearly articulated officer
 
responsibilities incorporated into the program. Officers should be evaluated specifically
 
on the criteria delineated in the program.In some cases,the evaluation methods need to
 
be nontraditional,such asinterviewing or surveying citizens with whom the officer has
 
had contact or reviewing the officer's plans as well as his/her progress in executing those
 
plans.In traditional police patrolthere are typically no unique programs or plans on
 
which officers may be individually evaluated. Moreover,as noted previously,to measure
 
variables associated with preventive patrol or response time would be misleading
 
indicators ofproductivity. Thus,in orderto measure effectively both the performance of
 
the individual officer and the police organization,comprehensive and specifically
 
oriented plansfor officer performance must be developed.
 
Whitaker,<jr;P.(ed.). Understanding Police Agency Performance. Washington,DC:National Institute of
 
Justice, 1984.
 
59 Wliitaker,G.P.et al. Basic Issues in PolicePerformance. Washington,DC:NationalInstitute ofJustice,
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Job enriplment Job enrichment refers to the increase ofqnality oflife in the
 
workplace.Included arefactorkwhich increase morale andjob satisfaction such as
 
increasing individuardecisiori making,urging innovativeness, delegating greater
 
responsibility,and involving subordinates in policy developmentand organizational
 
plans. Whilethe literature showsthatjob satisfaction may hot increaseindividual
 
performance the research doesindicate that it contributesto alower turnover tatej
 
less absenteeism,fewercases oftardiness,and fewer grievances by employees.^® Further
 
research shoWsthat highjob satisfaction is a good predictor oflength oflife, and low
 
satisfactions in correlated with various mental and physical illnesses. On the matter of
 
productivity,the research indicates that morale andjob satisfaction are related to
 
productivity; however,these are mutually reciprocating variables. Thatis, highdr
 
productivity contributes to greater satisfaction and vice versa. Since there are defined
 
organizational and individual benefitsto increasingjob satisfaction and morale,it
 
behpoyesthe prudent administratorto consider these factorsin the development ofany
 
.program.;.; .
 
Public perceptions ofthe police.In general,the public is supportive ofthe police.
 
Theyfeel that the police arefundamentally honest,generally corruption free,do not
 
discriminate,and do not regularly use excessive force. However,when the population is
 
stratified by various demographic variables,the picture beginsto change somewhat.
 
Swanson,C.,L.Territo,and R.Taylor.Police Adnunistration,2nd ed.,New York:Macmillan
 
Publishing Co., 1988.
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Notably,blacks and Hispanics areless supportive ofthe police in general and are
 
particularly more likely to feel that the police are discriminatory and useexcessive
 
force.^^ Furthermore,blacksindicate the behefthat they receive poorer service from the
 
police than whites,and Hispanics feel they receive inadequate police protection.^^ It must
 
be recognized that most crime victims are minority group members and that the majority
 
ofpolice calls for service are fromlowerincome minorities. Thus,those citizens who
 
mustrely the most on police services also rate the police the lowest. This should send a
 
message to police administrators. More attention must be given to the needs and quality
 
ofservice afforded to the citizens who are most reliant on pubhclaw enforcement
 
agencies.
 
Citizen demandsfor police service. Crime analysis has provided—and continues
 
to provide—importantinformation on arime trends and police calls for service needs.
 
However,with sophisticated anal5l;ic techniques and computer-driven reporting methods,
 
law enforcement has drifted awayfrom cornmunications with citizens. The emphasis is
 
on the data output based on the sample ofcalls and reported crimesthe police receive.
 
However,these represent the most problematic incidents and skew the perspective of
 
whatthe public desires from the police. While citizens feel that response to serious
 
crimes is important,they also wantthe police to attend to the minor,yet annoying,facets
 
Radelet,L.ThePolice and the Community,4th ed..New York,NY:MacmillanPublishing Co.,1986.
 
Carter,D.L."HispanicPerception ofCrime and Justice," JoumalofCriminal Justice, Vol. 11,No.3,
 
1983.
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ofcommunity discomfort such as abandoned cars, barking dogs,andjuvenile vandals and
 
trespassers. The police need to listen to the community and establish a dialogue to
 
determine whattypes ofservices the citizens want. Then,those needs must be addressed­
-not ignored or given lip service. The preliminary research indicates that responding to
 
community needson theseminor calls may significantly increase citizen satisfaction of
 
police performance and perception ofconfidence.^^
 
Police community relations. Since the genesis ofthe community relations
 
movement by the National Conference ofChristians and Jews and the National Institutes
 
held at Michigan State University,there has been an ongoing search for the best means
 
by which to establish effective police community relations.^"^ Philosophies have varied
 
ranging fi-om special programming,police training programs,community education,to
 
special police units with the charge ofestablishing effective community relations. Asthe
 
concept evolved,the research directly pointed to the fact that effective community
 
relations must havetwo major elements. First,the police mustrecognize that they receive
 
their mandate fi-om the community and are responsible to the community in the
 
performance oftheir task.^^ Second,community relations must be a product oftotal
 
police operations involving all personnel—^itis the interactive effect ofdepartmental
 
Trojanowicz,R,C.AnEvaluation ofthe Neighborhood FootPatrolProgram in Flint,Michigan.East
 
Lansing,MI;National Neighborhood FootPatrol Center.
 
Radelct,op.cit.
 
CommunityRelations Service Staff.Principles ofGoodPolicing: Avoiding ViolenceBetweenPolice and
 
Citizens. Washington,DC:U.S.DepartmentofJustice,Community Relations Service, 1987.
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programming and officer behavior. Asa result, police community relations should be
 
viewed as a primary and ongoing responsibility ofall officers,a responsibility that is
 
constitutionally mandated because the authority the police exercise is granted by the
 
people.
 
Relating the Research to COPPS
 
The findings ofthe research projects in these various areas have had important
 
implications in the development ofthe COPPS concept. Since it is known fi-om the
 
Bureau ofJustice data that less than 10 percent ofan officer's time is spent on crime and
 
a significant amountoftime is spent on service calls,the police should recognize this in
 
their patrolforce programming.Furthermore,since it is also known that a significant
 
amount ofa patrol officer'stime is uncommitted patrol, yet that patrol does not prevent
 
crime,the inference is that the police need to make better use ofthattime.
 
Further research showed that rapid response to callsfor service does not help
 
apprehend criminals, yet it is an important variable in citizen satisfaction and perception
 
ofcompetence.How can this discrepancy be reconciled? This is compounded by the
 
question,how does an adrhinistfator most effectively deploy personnelto meet new
 
patrol programming needs yet have cars available for responding to calls while not
 
wasting time on uncommitted patrol?In addition,it is known that the minority
 
^Carter,D.L.An Overview ofResearchin Supportofthe CommunityPolicing Concept.Training program
 
handoutfor theFBI National Academy,Quantico,VA,1986.
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communities are the least satisfied with the police and thatthere is the feeling thatthe
 
police are not responding to citizen service demands.
 
From a management perspective,the prudent administrator wants effective
 
performance measuresin order to validly measure personnel performance and have
 
effective milestones by which to gauge organizational success. Similarly, administrators
 
wantto enrich the satisfaction and morale ofemployeesin order to achieve the best,
 
hence providing the most effective, organizational environment.
 
While not a panacea,COPPS addresses all ofthese needs.Byreallocating patrol
 
officer time,COPPS makes better use ofpersonnel.Furthermore,by getting"closerto the
 
community"and establishing a dialogue with citizens,the public has a different and more
 
accurate measure by which to assess ofBcer competence and rate satisfaction with the
 
police compared to response time. With these alternate measures,the police can give less
 
attention to the response timeissue and have the dilemma it posed largely resolved.
 
Through the community dialogue developed in a COPPS program,law enforcement
 
agencies may more accurately define community concerns and respond to those
 
constituent needs. Similarly,this targeted response will contributeto greater satisfaction
 
fi-om minority groups and help establish overall better community relationships.
 
Bythe sametoken,when a police officer is given a mandateto diagnose
 
community problems,be creative in the developmentofsolutionsto those problems as
 
well asto serve the rolesofa community organizer,facilitator, educator,and referral
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resourcein addition to law enforcement officer,then the growth potential ofthe officer is
 
dramatically increased. These variable duties with their inherent responsibilities help
 
changethe police officer's role fi"om that ofajobto that ofa career. With these changes
 
comethejob enrichment we desire to see in our personnel.
 
Admittedly,COPPS is notthe answerto all problemsthe police face.However^ it
 
does appear to respond to manyofthe findings and questions posed by the research as
 
well as serves as aframeworkfor new program development.
 
Increased Social Conflicts
 
Social conflicts between patrol officers and citizens have increased in the 1990s
 
for a variety ofreasons,notthe least ofwhich is that officers often find themselves
 
hurrying from callto call, with no real opportumtyfor closure.People want police help
 
and it doesn't always happen.Thegrowing proliferation offoreign bom unmigrants of
 
many races, values,and differentlanguagesis compounded by different life experiences
 
with police. One ofthe waysCOPPS addresses social conflict is by incorporated into rou
 
tine operations the techniques ofproblem identification, problem analysis,and problem
 
resolution.COPPS also relies heavily on values thatincorporate citizen involvementin
 
matters that directly affect the safety and quality ofneighborhood life. Police department
 
culture becomesonethat recognizesthe merits ofcommunityinvolvement and organizes
 
and manages departmental affairs in waysthat are consistent with such beliefs. Ifpolice
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are to understand crime prevention,they need to know whatthey are trying to prevent.
 
They should define what crime is. Crime does notjust mean a breach ofa city ordinance
 
or an infringement ofstate or federal law.A definition should include a perspective that
 
focuses on what the public perceives as a problem,notjust what concern enforcement
 
agencies. That perspective will a.lter or adjust police priorities.
 
Because different neighborhoods have different needs and priorities, it is
 
necessaryto have an adequate understanding ofwhatisimportantto a specific
 
neighborhood.To acquire such an understanding,officers mustinteract with residents
 
routinely and keep them informed ofpolice effortsto fight and prevent neighborhood
 
crime. This ensures accountability to the community as well asto the department. The
 
desire to improve policing and attempts experimentsto change attitudes and behavior
 
among police officers and comniunities is not new with this generation ofinnovators.
 
Although some changes were visible,they were short lived,in muchthe same way as
 
police community relations(PCR)and team policing. Butweshould notforget that many
 
innovators and innovations ofthe past were very successful and are still with us or
 
cycling upward astechnologies change.Butthese successes werefor the most part in the
 
nature ofthings(tools),not people;and even failures provide valuable data.
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Finaliy, patrol officers are frustrated with their traditional role. Despite the lip
 
service that patrolis the"backbone ofrpolicing," every police officer knowsthat, at best,
 
patrol is what officers do untilthey becpme detectives or are promoted.Patrol officers
 
havethe mostimportant mission in police departments^they make arrests,conduct
 
preliminary investigations,enforcing traffic, and handle the public's most pressing
 
problems and miist make complex decisions almostinstantaneously. Patrol officers are
 
general practitioners who make house calls. Even so,police administrators continue to
 
treat patrol officers asifthey werethe"buttbone"ofthe agency,notthe"backbone."
 
Patrol officers are practitioners,important practitioners who make house calls.
 
New Police Leadership
 
The new police leadership is unique in the history ofpolicing in the United
 
States. Unlike the tendency in the pastfor most chiefs and sheriffsto be local and inbred,
 
chiefs and sheriffs ofthis generation are knowledgeable and sophisticated,and are
 
mobile. They are every bit as skilled and creative as are their private-sector counterparts.
 
thinking smarter,and often,into doing more with less.
 
Oneofthe waysin which theInglewood Police Department is addressing this
 
needisthrough the efforts oftheI-COPPS program.I-COPPS has been more ofa
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philosophy that has remained flexible, enabling the departmentto respond to the ever-

changing needs in the community.The department has had several different community
 
and problem oriented type programs or projects with varying degrees ofsuccess. What
 
they have sorted settled into is a multilevel approach.
 
There is an Anti-Crime Team(A.C.T.)that solejob is to go outto designated
 
target areas and take the immediate action needed to help to makea difference.I-COPPS
 
itselfis a separate division which has programslike Neighborhood Watch,D.A.R.E.,
 
P.A.L.,CommercialBurglary,and Lead Officers assigned to Neighborhood Public Safety
 
Centers(NPSC),to both reach outto the community and solve community problems. At
 
the patrollevel there are tactical action plans. Officers and Sergeants are encouraged to
 
comeup with plans or programsthat will help them to meet specific needsthey are
 
having right there at the field level. Lead officers are responsible for hosting regular
 
meeting with every sector ofthe department,both sworn and civilian,to develop
 
responsesto the various priorities established by their respective communities.
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CHAPTERSEVEN
 
Benefits ofCOPPS
 
Benefits ofCOPPSto thePublic
 
Ifdone correctly,COPPS will benefit both the public and the police.Some ofthe
 
benefits to the public are acommitmentto crime prevention. Unlike traditional policing,
 
whichfocuses onthe eflBcient meansofreacting to incidents,COPPS strives to confirm
 
that the basic mission ofthe police is to prevent crime and disorder.
 
Public scrutiny ofpolice operations. Because citizens will beinvolved with the
 
police,they will be exposed to the"what,""why,"and"how"ofpolice work.This is
 
almost certain to prompt critical discussions aboutthe responsiveness ofpolice
 
operations.
 
Accountabilityto the public. Untilthe advent ofCOPPS,officers were
 
accountableforthe actions only to police management.Now officers also will be
 
accountableto the public with whom they haveformed a partnership.
 
Customized police service.Because police services will be localized, officers will
 
be required to increase their responsivenessto neighborhood problems. As police-citizen
 
partnerships areformed and nurtured,thetwo groups will be better equipped to work
 
togetherto identify and address specific problemsthat affectthe quality ofneighborhood
 
life.
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Community organization. The degree to which the community is involved in
 
police efforts to evaluate neighborhood problems has a significant bearing on the
 
effectiveness ofthose efforts. The success ofany crime prevention effort dependson the
 
police and citizens working in concert—noton one orthe other carrying the entire load
 
alone. ■ 
Benefits ofCOPPSto the Police
 
Greater citizen support. As more people spend more time working with police,
 
they learn more aboutthe police fimction.Experience hasshown that as people's
 
knowledge ofthe poHcefunction increases,their respectfor the police increases as well.
 
Thisincreased respect,in turn,leads to greater supportfor the police.
 
Shared responsibility. Hlstbrically,the police have accepted the responsibilityfor
 
resolving the problem ofcrime in the community.Under COPPS,however,citizens
 
develop a sense ofshared responsibility.
 
Greaterjob satisfaction. Because officers are able to resolve issues and problems
 
within a reasonable amount oftime,they see the results oftheir efforts more quickly.
 
Better internal relationships. Communication problemsamong units and shifts
 
have been a chronic problem in police agencies.Because COPPSfocuses on
 
problem-solving accountability, it also increases cooperation amongthe various segments
 
ofthe department.
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CONCLUSION
 
Ibegan this project by pointing out its contention that the moveto COPPS is an
 
appropriate vehicle for the police to engage their communities as partners for progress
 
and will significantlyimprove a community's well-being,that COPPS is not meantto
 
substitute for otherformsofpolicing,like motor patrol,but compliment all policing
 
efforts, and that COPPS will continue to advance because it seemsto make sense,not
 
because it has yet been shownto be demonstrably superior.I also pointed outthat this
 
project is intended to raise more questions than it can answer and is designed to illustrate
 
the necessity for police to engage their community as partnersfor progress.
 
There are several reasonsforthe beliefin the appropriateness and value of
 
COPPS among police organizations:(1)citizen response thusfarto the new strategy,(2)
 
ongoing research on police effectiveness,(3)recent experiences the police have had with
 
COPPS,and(4)the values ofthe new generation ofpolice managers.
 
Citizen Response.The overwhelming pubHc responseto COPPS has been
 
positive everjwhere that it has been instituted. COPPS has becomeso popular that there
 
are now more than 200 communities in the United Statesthat have someform ofCOPPS
 
effort. Some simply require officers park their police cars and walkfor part ofeach day.
 
Others have the officers ride motor scooters or patrol on bicycles or even horseback.
 
Perhapsthe most direct approach involves having officers walk a beat onfoot or manage
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a neighborhood public center for aihajor part oftheir daily tour ofduty.In any case,the
 
basic premise underlying the COPPS conceptremainsthe same:TheCOPPS initiative's
 
ultimate value is the powerto inspire ndw waysofthinking and acting to resolve
 
community problenis.
 
OnDecember 17, 1998,VicePresident Gore annouhced $28 Million in GpPS
 
fundsfor 156 communitiesin39 states to hire 413 COPPS officers undera universal
 
hiring program,siting crime is at a25 yearlow and people are beginning to feel safe
 
walkingthe streets oftheir communities again.Police and citizens alike arenow able to
 
promote the moveto COPPS based on experiences in such places as Boston,
 
Massachusetts;Flint, Michigan,Kansas City,Missouri;Austin, Waco,and Houston,
 
Texas;Arapaho County,Colorado;Santa Ana,SanDiego and O^mard,Cahfomia;
 
Portlandj Oregon;Madison,Wisconsin;and Baltimore County,Maryland-tq name afew.
 
Overthe past decade,COPPS have gained mqmeintum v^thin police departments.
 
COPPS represents afundamental shift in the philosophy ofpolicing. Its essence is full-

servicelaw enforcement whichfocuses on addressing citizen concerns and on providing
 
high quality services. The concept drawsfrom both customer service-oriented
 
management strategies such as total quality management(TQM),value-added
 
management,and the re-engineering the corporation approach,and on law enforcement
 
research. COPPS shares with these management systems"an emphasison customer
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demand,providing the best possible service,comprehensive problem solving,and
 
employee motivation andjob satisfaction."
 
By reallocating officers time,GOPPS makesbetter use ofpersonnel.In addition,
 
the police becomes closerto thecommumtyand establishes a dialogue with citizens. This
 
has a numberofpositive effects including:(1)providing the public with a more accurate
 
gauge ofthe effectivenessofofficers and the department asa whole,(2)encouraging
 
citizensto define and prioritize their community's needs,(3)increased public satisfaction
 
and improved poUce-community relations,(4)the enrichment ofpolice officers
 
responsibilities to include new roles asa community organizer,facilitator, educator,
 
referral source and problem-solver.
 
In philosophy and practice,COPPS complementsthe tenets ofa traditional
 
policing approach.The COPPS officer is removed from the patrol car and interacts
 
closely with the people ofthe community over an extended period oftime.A rapport is
 
developed which fosters communication and problem solving which extends beyond
 
traditional policing.
 
A number Ofbenefits can be seenforboth the public and police when aCOPPS
 
programisin^lemented. Theseindhide:
 
• Humanizing the poUce.People begin to relateto officers as people,notjust as
 
a uniform or institution.
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• Peraiitting people to see police officers in a helping role,notjust an
 
enforcement role.
 
• Opening lines ofcommunication betweenthe public and the police. This can
 
encourage discussion ofa wide range ofissues,such as street violence, drug
 
trafficking, and other mutual concerns.
 
• Providingfeedback to the police departmentto allow it to better understand
 
the fears and concernsofthe community. The police maythen develop
 
problem-solving efforts.
 
• Officers perspectives on community life and community concerns may be
 
broadened.
 
• COPPS training introduces officersto a measure which gauges success by
 
community acceptance and support rather than numbersofcrimes and arrests.
 
• COPPS officers will become a resource forthe departmentin developing
 
problem-solving initiatives.
 
• COPPS may stimulate interest in other police activities, such asthePohce
 
Explorers or the Police Athletic League,and in other youth-oriented
 
programs.
 
Building on ideas ofpartnership,open communication,and mutual respect.
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COPPS can make significant progressin increasing the quality oflife in our nation's
 
■■communities.- . ■ - ' ■ ' 
New Research onEffectiveness. COPPS' unique contribution is a radical 
departure from the past. There continues to be many debates and the discussion is 
healthy. As Bayley has stated, "evidence about the shortcomings of customary policing is 
much greater than evidence about COPPS.'' Critics of COPPS should be clear about the 
criteria used to evaluate it. For instance, there is general agreement that traditional 
policing does not have a significant impact on crime. Why then should COPPS be 
attacked for its perceived lack of impact on crime? 
The question of whether COPPS has merit in today's communities is 
controversial. Critics argue that their studies done on narrow parameters are justification 
for abandoning the concept, while defenders of such programs argue that methodological 
problems that prevent these studies fi"om assessing quality-of-life issues hamper such 
programs frombeing evaluated accurately. Many traditional police executives also 
express difficulty with the COPPS concept. They typically argue that it is not cost 
effective, it exposes the officers to political corruption, and, most importantly, it does not 
correlate with today's high-tech, computerized age. Some also make the mistake of 
viewing the argument between COPPS and "motor" patrol as an either - or proposition. A 
Robert C. Trojanowicz andDennis W. Banas, Perceptions of Safety: A Comparison ofFoot Patrol 
Versus Motor Patrol Officers, TheImpact ofFoot Patrol on Black and White Perceptions ofPolicing, 
and Job Satisfaction: A Comparison ofFoot Patrol Versus Motor Patrol Oflficers (East Lansing, 
Michigan: The NeighborhoodFoot Patrol Center, Michigan State University, 1985), passim. 
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strict mandatefrom the police executive,coupled with effective supervision,can control
 
cart
 
t. COPPS
 
then is notintended to displace motor patrol;instead,COPPS can augment other efforts
 
in the departmentto prevent ancl control crime. WhatCOPPS doesis providethe police a
 
full spectrum approach that rangesfrom motor patrol's quick response to COPPS'
 
The main reason that COPPS tendsto be undervalued,perhaps,stems from the
 
factthat quality-of-life issues are generally omitted in mostassessments ofthe program's
 
5, since
 
on narrower standaras such as whetnerthe cost isjustmed by the resulting reduction in
 
the crime rate fails to assess the programs'contributionsto the broader aspects oflife in
 
those communities. Centralto the qualitative issues is the question ofwhat role
 
community residentsthemselves-—the taxpayers^-should play in determihihg how their
 
communities will be policed.Increasingly, communities are demanding moreinputinto
 
affect their quality oflife. Undeniably,however,the citizens in Inglewood proved they
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not only want COPPS,they are willing to payfor it. Twice,in the 1980s,Inglewood
 
citizens voted to increase their property taxes to payfor their COPPS program. Studies
 
based on narrow research,replete with scientificjargon,in concert with the traditionally
 
conservative views ofpolice executives locked into a frequently unresponsive
 
bureaucracy,cannot dull the momentum ofa conceptthattaxpayers see translated daily
 
into a creative and beneficial program that improvesthe quahty oftheir lives.
 
Experience with Innovation. The desire to improve policing and attempts
 
experiments to change attitudes and behavior among police officers and communities is
 
not new with this generation ofinnovators. Although some changes were visible,they
 
were short lived,in much the same way as police community relations(PGR)and team
 
policing.Ifcities in the future are to become livable placesfor all people—rich and poor,
 
young and old, singles and families, healthy and ill, black and white—^the prospectsfor
 
expanding COPPS are favorable. The familiar neighborhood police officer,the afler­
hours sponsor ofthe youthteam,the community advocate,the block club organizer,the
 
community problem solver^ are only some ofthe many roles that COPPS officers will fill
 
in the future. Their successful performance is afundamental conditionfor wholesome
 
environments in the cities oftomorrow.
 
COPPS raisesthe question ofhow quickly its fi'amework can beimplemented.
 
Pragmatically speaking,it would be difficult for most police departmentsto change their
 
underlying philosophical approach overnight.Incremental change offers a manageable
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strategy with time for experimentation,transition, and a safer political climate. Given a
 
commitmentto change,a willingness to reallocate resources,and procedural flexibility, a
 
piecemeal approach can prove effective,though full implementation will be slower in
 
coming.
 
New Police Leadership. The historical legacy ofpolice professionalisni invested
 
command officers with the full range ofprerogatives and responsibilities associated with
 
law enforcement.^^ Traditional police management evolved outofeffortsto reform police
 
work byimproving the quality ofpolice service and increasing organizational control and
 
accountability. Subsequently,reform policing became characterized by rigid
 
organizational controls;limited discretion; personnel specialization; centralization of
 
authority; organizational inflexibility; and clearly defined lines ofauthority,
 
responsibility,and communication.
 
The broadened mandate and increased officer activity typical ofCOPPS appears
 
inconsistent with traditional reform era police management.Rather,COPPS seems most
 
compatible with contemporary management philosophies such astotal quality
 
management(TQM).Contemporary management principles necessitates a number of
 
improvementsin today's new police leadership:
 
'George Kelling,TonyPate,DuaneDieckman,CharlesE.Brown,TheKansas CityPreventive Patrol
 
Experiment(Washingtion,D.C.:ThePolice Foundation, 1974),passim.
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• Police executives should create an organizational vision to provide long-range
 
direction for their departments.
 
• The police executives' life and leadership style should be in tune with
 
community expectations.
 
• Police executives mustlisten to both employees and community members and
 
provide ongoing feedback.
 
• Personnel recruitment and selection should befuture directed and geared
 
toward fulfilling the departmental vision.
 
• Policing should primarilyfocus on community and citizen problems,not on
 
time management and officer deployment schemes.
 
• Community perceptions ofcrime, police performance,and quality oflife
 
problems are significant and should not be ignored.
 
• Police executives should strive to provide the best possible service and value
 
to the communityin relation to police resources expenditures(Couper and
 
Lobitz, 1993).
 
The changes will not come easily, however experience does suggests that a
 
transition pattern usually develops. At first,traditional police approaches are recognized
 
as limited or even unsuccessfiil. Second,attitudes among administrators, police
 
personnel,and citizens begin to change. Third,community assessments are performed
 
and police responsibilities redefined. Fourth,new operational and organizational
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approaches are developed.Fifth,the community is enlisted to work cooperatively with
 
the police. Finally,both the police and the community mustcommitto the initiative.
 
COPPS isa significant shift from traditional policing;its implementation wiU entail
 
resocialization ofall police personnel. This process requirestime,commitment,and
 
patience.Police managers must develop a strategic plan to implementchange which
 
includes stepsto resocialize those within the organization in order to shift the
 
occupational ethostoward aCOPPS philosophy. Animportant aspect oflong-range
 
planning in police management and operations is comprehensive self-assessmentthrough
 
a 3-staged approach including refocusing, refining,and reallocation. l.Refocusing
 
involvesre-exaniining the police department's mission,goals,and objectives and
 
redefining their significance. The activities and servicesthe police department will
 
provide in the future mustbe articulated in written form.2. Refining occurs after the
 
department'sdirection has been formally refocused. Atthat point, policies, procedures,
 
job descriptions, personnel evaluations,and training must be adjusted to the match the
 
new mission. 3.Reallocation ofdepartmental resources(i.e., people,budgets,equipment)
 
is required to meetthe needs ofa newly defined departmental direction. Future problems
 
can be addressed by building an adequatefoundation for changethrough thoughtful
 
planning and the development ofa strong vision. Not surprisingly,this is an achievable
 
missionfortoday's"new breed"ofpolice executives.In the United States,the new police
 
leadership is distinct and unique in the history ofpolicing. Thisgeneration ofchiefs and
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sheriffs are more knowledgeable and sophisticated,and are mobile. They are as educated,
 
skilled and creative as their private-sector counterparts. Facing growing challenges of
 
their agency'simage,crime,fiscal and policy issues,they've been compelled into
 
thinking smarter,and often,into doing more with less.
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